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Special to the Ledger
Several highways and streets in downtown Murray have been
closed to through traffic since a building collapsed in the 300
block of KY 94/Main Street on Saturday, Feb. 22. Some of those
travel restrictions were removed Tuesday, according to Keith
Todd, public information officer for the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet's District One & Two.
Todd said thc KTC, in cooperation with the City of Murray,
was reopening a section of KY 94/Main Street in the downtown
area to through traffic.
Work to remove barricades and detour signage began Tuesday
morning. Work to fully reopen KY 94 to through traffic was
completed by noon, he said.
As a reminder, a section of business traffic in downtown
Murray will remain closed to through traffic. Truck traffic into
and through downtown Murray along U.S. 641 Business/KY
I 21/4th Street continues to be restricted to through traffic at
Glendale Road, as well as from 4th Street to Chestnut. Detour
signs are in place. Local traffic may continue to access businesses in these areas via side streets. Todd said.
Motorists are advised to avoid driving into oncoming lanes of
travel to go around road closed barricades. Barricades and road
closed signs are in place for a reason. Please drive around the
block to avoid driving around road closed signs where you may
encounter oncoming traffic in this area. Todd cautioned.
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The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 63. Northwest wind
5 to 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 44.
South southwest wind 5 to 7

Murray

mph
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 72. South southwest
wind 7 to 12 mph increasing to
13 to 18 mph in the afternoon.
Winds could gust as high as 28
mph
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 54.
South southwest wind 9 to 15
mph with gusts as high as 23
mph.
Friday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 72
Southwest wind 7 to 9 mph.
Friday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 52. South southwest wind around 6 mph
becoming east southeast after
midnight
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The University of Louisville's Dr. David L.
Dunn spoke to Murray State University students
and faculty about the changes currently happening
in health care, describing it as an "event horizon."
Dunn has been UofL's executive vice president
for health affairs since July 2011 and was the
speaker for this year's Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture in Public Affairs. The lecture has been held annually at MSU since 1977
except for last year, when the speaker had to cancel because of an illness. Waterfield's son, Harry
Lee Waterfield Ii, welcomed attendees to the

event named for his father and
called the Waterfield Scholars
to the stage to receive their
scholarships.
Dr. Robert Hughes, chair of
the Uofl.. Board of Trustees and
managing partner of Primary
Care Medical Center in Murray,
introduced Dunn. Dunn said
that while he didn't consider
himself a health policy wonk, it
Dem
is an area in which he works
every day. He said the changes that are happening

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
After more than a month, downtown traffic is once again
seen flowing on Main Street through the Fourth Street
intersection. The block of Fourth Street north of the intersection remains closed for now.
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Kentucky, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee and
Virgina. The restaurant sells
A new restaurant could be on char-grilled hamburgers, hot
its way to Murray, according to dogs, chicken sandwiches and
a building permit filed last barbecue plates, along with
about 40 different flavors of
month.
The Cook Out Restaurant, milkshakes.
The KFC of Murray unexpectbased in Greensboro, N.C. purchased the Kentucky Fried edly closed in March and
Chicken building at 205 N. 12th Coleman Real Estate and
St. last month and a Raleigh- Property quickly sold the propbased contracting company has erty to the North Carolina-based
begun work on renovating the chain.
Qualified Builders began tearbuilding.
According to the restuarant's ing away siding at the 3.500website, the fast-food chain has square-foot building in late
affiliates in six states - Georgia, March and contractors are still
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Wnter

underway renovating the wooden frame.
The Murray building permit
was signed March 25, which
states that Cook Out owners
have applied for a Murray business licence and will be keeping
the building's existing frame for
the new restaurant.
Owners may expect to pay
about $300.000, but with electric,
plumbing and heating and air,
among other miscellaneous costs,
owners art paying a little more
than half a million dollars for the
whole project on 12th Street, the
building permit reads.
The entire 29,000-square-foot

property will feature 33 parking
spaces, the website states.
According to the website, most
Cook Out restaurants feature
walk-thru and drive-thru windows alongside outdoor seating,
but indoor amenities are rare.
Late nights are common
though, the website states, with
most chains opening up at 11
a.m. through the week and closing at between 3 and 4 a.m.
Sunday through Thursday and
between 4 and 5 a.m. on the
weekends.
The chain is well known for
fresh ingredients and positive
customer experiences.

MCTA board votes to have internal control audit
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority
Board voted Tuesday to hire a firm to conduct an internal control audit.
The motion was a recommendation of the
board's management committee. City of
Murray Finance Director Alan Lanier -

who is not on the board but attends the
meetings on behalf of the city — said the
audit would be different from the general
financial audit previously conducted by
Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs.
"To be clear, an internal control audit is
different from an independent auditor's
report on the financial statements," Lanier
said. "A financial statement audit just looks

17 Bl.g_IIICtil&n'
11(1E04,
IHas partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home

I

at the financial statements of the entity and
declares whether or not they're good numbers, basically. The internal controls assesses whether or not management has the ability to run the entity within good accounftng
practices and principals."
Lanier said Alexander Thompson Arnold
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From Front

$100,000 miles .on them, and
had done the city's audit for a that they possibly could yield
number of years and recom- $5,000 each.
McFerron, who chairs the
mended periodic internal control audits. Although the city finance committee, said in his
has not yet had one conducted, monthly financial report that the
he said these types of audits are MCTA's vehicle insurance costs
becoming more common. Ex- would be decreasing by 16 permember
officio
Robert
cent in the 2014-15 fiscal year
Billington Jr. said the managecompared to 2013-14. The
ment committee would solicit
bids and bring three of them insurance cost in 2013-14 was
back to the board to approve $70,044,and would be dropping
one.
Because
Alexander to $59,052. he said. MCTA
Thompson Arnold was already Executive Director Bjarne
involved in the financial audit, Hansen said the decrease was
they would not be asked to do because the MCTA now had a
the internal control audit, he smaller fleet than it had the year
said.
before. He said vans cost less
The motion approved by the
than buses to insure, and the
board stated that the expense of
MCTA now had a fleet consistthe internal control audit was
ing of about 50 percent vans and
not to exceed $5,000. As the
board talked about paying for 50 percent buses.
Hansen added that the workthat expenditure, board member
Jim Clinger noted that the ers' compensation coverage
MCA was currently trying to would be decreasing 10 percent
sell three buses with more than from $16,948 to $15,275.
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dence of preventable chronic
diseases was increasing despite
in the field remind him of the the fact that health care spendphysics term of an "event hori- ing is so high. He said that
zon."
although health spending had
"Nobody really knows if it recently leveled off for the first
really exists or not, but in quan- time "in ages." it was still
tum theoretical physics, it's the approaching 17 percent of the
point where gravity and light are gross national product.
being sucked into a black hole
"If this were a stock you could
to the point where you really invest in, we would
all be
can't tell if anything's moving, investing
in it," Dunn said.
and the people who have -.Instead,
it's not a stock: it's a
already been sucked in can't see
cost to society."
out and the people who are
Dunn said that although he
being sucked in can't see in,"
was not a complete proponent of
Dunn said.
the ACA, he agreed with its
Dunn said that as he sees it,
objectives of insuring more peothe analogy is appropriate
because he thinks that's where ple to prevent more chronic disthe nation is with the Affordable eases and moving toward,elecCare Act and all the changes tronic record-keeping to diminthat are happening right now in ish the overall cost and increase
access to health care.
American health care.
Dunn spoke about the impor"We're really not looking
globally very much; we have no tance of health science centers
one to help ferret out some of and talked in depth about the
these issues," he said."So we're partnership Uoll. and the
at this what I would term an University Medical Center
'event horizon' where we're entered into in 2012 that
having a great deal of difficulty brought together the University
sorting out the various pieces of Hospital and the James Graham
Brown Cancer Center with
the puzzle."
Dunn said the United States KentuckyOne Health. He said
has "amazing" health care, but the partnership had many benethat the best health care is cen- fits, including providing finantered in urban areas and is cial stability to UMC and Uofi.
expensive. In terms of life Health Sciences Center for the
expectancy; he said the country next 20 years and providing proranks below many other devel- grammatic stability and growth.
oped nations, and that the inci- for the foreseeable future.

From Front

MPD: Man charged in burglary case
Staff Report
The
Murray
Police
Department has charged another
individual in connection to a
robbery that occurred on April
2.
MPD reported that officers
responded-to Campus Evolution
North Apartments, 1421 N. 16th
St., at 10:51 p.m. Wednesday,
April 2,in reference to an armed
robbery in progress. After their
arrival, officers were advised.
that two black male suspects
had allegedly forcefully entered
the residence, brandished a
handgun and demanded money
and other valuables from the
five persons inside. During the
altercation, three of the persons
received injuries, but declined
medical treatment on scene,
police said. One of the victims
sought treatment at a later time
for his injuries. An undisclosed
amount of property and money

was allegedly taken and the suspects fled the scene prior to the
officers' arrival, police said. No
shots were discharged during
the altercation.
MPD said one suspect was
charged with several crimes last
week after turning himself in,
and investigators have identified Deon Howard, 19, of
Murray as the second perpetrator. An arrest warrant was
issued,and Howard surrendered
himself at the Calloway County
Jail on Sunday, April 6, it was
reported. Howard was arrested
without inaident, police said.
Howard is charged with two
counts of Robbery, 1st Degree.
one count of Assault 1st Degree,
and one count of Theft By
Unlawful Taking over $500
over $500 dollars, police said.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

Photo provided

Gov Steve Beshear, left, and First Lady Jane Beshear stand
beside Murray Mayor Bill Wells and his wife Anne Wells
donated money in the name of Calloway County for new sitting chairs at the Governor's Mansion in Frankfort

Wells honored for contribution
to governor's mansion
'County Seats Legacy Project'
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer '
Murray Mayor Bill' Wells represented Calloway County this
month in a private donation to help aid the Kentucky Governor's
Mansion in a bit of a seatinz problem.
The mayor was recognized alongside several other donors from
each of, Kentucky's 120 counties last week at the mansion in
Frankfort. Gov. Steve Beshear and First Lady Jane Beshear honored each of the donors to what they called a seating dilemna.
Chairs used for special large-scale events at the mansion were in
poor condition, and most recently unsafe for guests to use. The
wooden chairs were in desperate need of replacement, but caretakers delayed replacing them because of tightening budgets.
That's when the Kentucky Executive Mansion Foundation Inc.
developed a solution that would save on money as well as guests'
tired legs. The foundation, a private institution that aids the 100year-old mansion with private and public donations, invited each
county to sponsor the production of new chairs.
Each one would be made of Kentucky-grown wood, both cut and
built by Kentucky student artisans. And on the back of each chair
is the engraved name of each county in Kentucky
Mayor Wells said he was very happy to have had the opportunity
to make the donation to represent the county. He received a notice
from the foundation several months ago and was delighted to learn
that he could privately donate when both the city and county governments were unsure.
Wells made the $1,000 donation in the names of his mother and
father Bill and Bobby Wells. Bill Wells had served overseas during World War 11 and passed away in 2000. Wells' mother Bobby
bad named her son Bill after his father, unsure if he sejauld return
from active duty. She passes away this year.
"This was kind of a way to honor both of them and Calloway
County," Wells said."Because Murray and Calloway County have
such a strong bond."
Each chair in the "County Seats Legacy Project" was hand-crafted at Berea College and made of sustainable Maple grown in the
Daniel Boone National Forest, which runs through the heart of
Kentucky.
Both Wells and his wife Anne were honored at the Governor's
Mansion — dubbed "The People's House" — in Frankfort last week.
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The City of Murray will be
flushing
fire
hydrants
Monday, April 21, through
Friday, April 25. Crews will
begin at approximately 7
a.m and will finish for the
day around 3:30 p.m.
The Water System flushes
the main lines semi-annually
to increase the water flow in
order to clear the system of
any sediment that may have
built up.
In case of any discoloration, customers should
allow their cold water to run
for a few minutes to clear.
However, the washing of
clothes should wait until
flushing is completed and
the water has cleared.
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Correction
The name of Martin
Mikulcik was misspelled in
an essay he wrote titled
"What is Trustworthiness?"
on
the
2014
Steve
McReynolds
Community
Essay Contest Winners
page on April 8. Mikulcik
was one of four first-place
essay winners.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes
occasionally occur. It is the
Ledger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news *mistake or
error, call 753-1916.
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Mamma Mia: ABBA mark 40 years since breakthrough
LONDON (AP) — Four by decades of success that
decades on from the flares, includes hit records, the stage
fame and fabulousness, the and movie musical "Mamma
members of ABBA say they Mia" and a Stockholm museum
have no regrets — not even dedicated to the band.
about the clothes.
And Frida_ 4,ngstad said she
Members of the Swedish was prouedr ABBA's ultra-70s
supergroup marked 40 years look of big boots and spangly
since their international break- jumpsuits,documented in a new
through hit "Waterloo" on photo book about the band.
Monday with a party for hun"It was our youth, it was our
dreds of guests at London's Tate time. and we decided how we
Modem gallery.
wanted to dress ourselves
Bjorn ITIvaeus said he felt onstage," said Lyngstad."And it
"extremely proud and humbled" was fun."
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She said some performers "are
even more courageous nowadays,if you think of Lady Gaga.
for example.'
Lyngstad said she could not
explain the global success of
ABBA. which rocketed when
the band won the 1974
Eurovision Song Contest with
"Waterloo." The quartet's blend
of, poppy melodies, lush harmonies and slick arrangements
helped them sell more than 400
million records around the
world.
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STRUT This puppy does a dance at the annual Humane Society Mutt Strut, where
dogs and their owners walked or ran a 5K race through Murray this weekend. The event was
co-hosted by the Murray State University Pre-veterinary Club also helped organize the event.
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Murray Lions Club Candy Days April 25-26;
project to benefit sight conservation programs
Special to the ledger
Friday and Saturday, April 2526, have been designated Candy
Days for the Murray Lions
Club. All branches of the
Murray Lions Club will be asking shoppers in the community
to give a donation to the Lions
Club, according to Linda Avery,
president of the club.
She said all money collected
will be used for sight conservation programs. Half will remain
in the community to assist with
eye exams and eyeglasses for
children and selected adults.
The other half will be donated to
the Kentucky Lions Eye

Visit our showroom and let us help
design your dream come true.

Foundation. The Lions 'Eye vision problems at an early age.
Foundation assists Murray and
She said Lions Club members
Calloway County residents and will be at Big Lots, Food Giant'
other Kentuckians with eye sur- Kroger, Walmart and Walgreens
gery and cornea transplants.
on these two Candy Days.
Avery said since January I. Information about the Murray
more than 35 applications for Lions Club will also be availassistance have been requested. able for anyone interested in the
Several local optometrists work Lions organization.
with the Lions in this assistance
Avery said members of
program.
Murray Lions, Hazel Lions,
Additionally, the Murray Murray
Business Lions and
Lions have done vision screenMurray State University Lions
ings for nearly 2,000 children.
join together to ask the commu
This screening helps to identify
nity to support this project.

nuLw
SUPPLY COMPANY,
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270-753-3361
1-800-755-1241
200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY
www.murraysupplyco.com
Where Knowledge Is Always In Stock
and It Is Absolutely Free!

Your Hardware, Electrical and Plumbing
Professionals For Over 58 Years'

Complete list
of McReynolds
essay winners
Staff Report
The winners of the Steve
McReynolds' Essay Contest
were announced this week.
This was the final year for the
contest, which has focused of
the six pillars of character
included in the Character
Counts curriculum. This year's
topic was trustworthiness. The
contest had four age categories
this year, and first, second and
third place winners were honored at a dinner with certificates, trophies and cash prizes.
The elementary school winners were Apirada Chetawatee,
first place; Megan Franke, second place; and Charlie Heeke,
third place.
The middle school winners
were Emily Kinsey, first place;
Julian Lassiter, second place;
and Mason Lu, third place.
The high school winners
were Martin Mikulcik, first
place; Kaitlyn Koehler, second
place; and Kati Madden, third
place.
The college winners were
Abby Siegel, first place;
Nicholas Bennett, second
place; and Rosely Arana, third
place.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
There was more to the 1960s
British invasion than the
Beatles, as known by any fan
of "Catch Us If You Can" or
"Because" or — get ready to
shimmy — "Glad All Over."
The hit tunes were among
those recorded by another
influential U.K. band that gets
its due in "The Dave Clark Five
and Beyond: Glad All Over," a
PBS documentary that began
airing this week.
The film includes interviews
with Bruce Springsteen, Paul
McCartney, Elton John,Steven
Van Zandt and other impressive musicians who cite the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
band and Clark, its drummermanager,as influences.
It's such an outpouring of
praise that an embarrassed
Clark nearly took his producer
credit off the project. Friends
talked him out of it,just as they
had talked him into doing the
documentary, he said.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky offering an opinion about an issue
of importance.

On fundraising
The Daily News
Bowling Green, Ky.
Having a statewide drive to raise money for charity is a
great concept and could significantly increase the amount of
money raised.
Several local nonprofits have joined with hundreds of others across the state to raise money Wednesday during Kentucky Gives Day,a statewide day of online giving at kygives.org.
The Kentucky Nonprofit Network, an association of charities, is spearheading the online effort and hopes to repeat the
success of the first Kentucky Gives Day last year, when it
raised $330,000 for 300 charities in 24 hours.
These numbers show the program's effectiveness and value.
More than 400 organizations across the state are set to participate in this year's event, which begins at II p.m. today
and continues until 10:59 p.m. Wednesday.
Local nonprofits from Bowling Green set to participate
include: Court Appointed Special Advocates of South Central
Kentucky, HOTEL INC., Junior Achievement of South Central Kentucky, Community Education, the International Center
for Kentucky and the Bowling Green-Warren County Humane
Society.
These organizations all serve important purposes and rely
on contributions to continue their work.
For example, money raised for this event by HOTEL INC.
will go toward the transitional housing program. Junior Achievement of South Central Kentucky will use all money donated
to support the organization's programs in five counties, programs which are offered to students in kindergarten through
high school and focus on financial literacy, entrepreneurship
and workforce readiness.
What is taking place is a prime example of charities across
the state coming together for the common good of helping
others.
The event also provides statewide exposure for some of
these local agencies.
We sincerely hope people in Bowling Green and throughout the state will donate.
Their actions will make a difference in many people's lives.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
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1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
SRC5 Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115
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More than showers and May flowers
Miss Haitsch made our senior English class memorize the
Prologue to the Canterbury
Tales in Old English:
WHAN that Aprille with his
shoures some
The droghte of Marche hath
perced to the roote,
And bathed every veyne in
swich licour,
Of which vertu engendred
is the flour...
We thought she was crazy,
but it was. our last year of
high school and no one wanted to risk her ire before college acceptance letters were
in. We committed the words
to mepory and recited them
as she checked off our names,
one by one, in her grade book.
The year before, Mr. Morgan, who commandeered most
sections of junior English in
our school, required us to select
a poem by Emily Dickinson,
his favorite, and read it to the
class and explain what it meant.
If I'm remembering accurately, mine went like this:
Partake as doth the Bee,
Abstemiously.
The Rose is an Estate—
In Sicily.

I'm still not sure what the
poem means, but I did learn
the meaning of "abstemiously."
In ninth grade, Mrs. Frankel
had us read Shakespeare's "A
Midsummer Night's Dream,"
and she took us to McCarter
Theatre in Princeton to see a
thrilling performance that ended
with words so perfect, we
memorized them automatically:

The road
was a ribbon
of moonlight
over the purple moor,
And the
highwayman
came riding

Who tried to use the telephone—

Also in fourth grade, I won
a poetry contest, so I count
that year as the beginning of
my life as a poet.
When I hear people swear
that they hate poetry, don't
Riding —
understand poetry, wish poets
riding —
would shut up and speak in
Street
Main
The highw a ym a n By Constance plain language, I like to remind
Alexander
them that there are times when
came riding,
Ledger
& Times poetry is the only way to comIf we shadows have offend- up to the old
Columnist
inn-door.
municate. The highFe and lowed,
points of life ake ,those that
est
Think but this, and all is
Fourtth
inspire poems: Love:hate,birth,
mended,
That you have but slum- grade was kind of strange, as death, success, failure, marwe had two teachers that year, riage, divorce, passion.
bered here
one
in the morning and one
While these visions did
Since April is National Poetin the afternoon. Their comappear.
ry Month, it is a good time
bined age was probably around
to recall the role that poetry
Back in fifth grade at St. 160,which explains their inabil- has played in all of our lives.
ity
to
sustain
a
full
day
in
Francis, Sister Margo assigned
the classroom. Our reading If you need ideas on how to
"The Highwayman" by Alfred
book was the saving grace in participate, think back to the
Noyes. She held the literature
a terrible year, particularly the poetry you recited as a child.
book as she recited it to us,
discovery of humorous poems If that well has run dry, log
never looking down at the text,
like "Eletelephony" by Laura on to the Academy of Amerbut holding her ,head high and
Elizabeth Richards, which ican
site:
Poets
speaking in the hushed voice
began like this:
http://www.poets.org/page.phpl
of a diehard romantic:
prmID/41 for 30 ways to join
Once there was an elephant, in the celebration.
THE wind was a torrent of
Who tried to use the teleRead Main Street online at
darkness among the gusty trees,
phant—
www.murrayledgercom. ConThe moon was a ghostly
No! no! I mean an eletact the columnist directly at
galleon tossed upon cloudy phone
seas,
constancealexander@twc.com.
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Suite 209, 702 Capitol Avenue
e-mail: Stan.humphries@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
502.564.8100 Ext. 870
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What does history say of Henry Clay?
The great Kentuckian Henry,
Clay has already been the subject of one of my "Home md
Away" columns, but Clay stories are boundless and every
Kentuckian should know about
the greatest politician who
never became president. Born
in Virginia in 1777, the seventh child of nine, Clay came
to Kentucky at 20 in 1797 to
start in a new land in a new
state, and he immediately made
his mark.
Over 6 feet tall, thin and
homely, blue-eyed with lightcolored hair, and often flashing a winning smile, the charismatic Clay could easily charm
voters and colleagues. When
asked if he would meet the'
Whig politician, one Georgia
congressman
Democratic
replied: "No sir, no sir. I do
not choose to subject myself
to the spell of his fascination."
Clay always had a story
ready at hand. He swore frequently — when not in the company of the ladies — and like
many a Kentuckian, be loved
to gamble at cards. Clay married well. Lucretia Hart came
from a wealthy family. She
bore him 11 children and-when
the congressman was off to
Washington, it was Lucretia
who managed the farm — Ash-

land — back home in Lexington. Dr. James C. Klotter,
Kentucky's State Historian and
Georgetown College Professor
said that Lucretia Clay was"one
of those quiet behind-the-scenes
women of the 19th century
that you'd like to know more
about."
At a large party at Ashland
Mrs. Clay chaperoned a young
lady from room to room through
the Clay mansion. They passed
through a room where gentlemen played at cards, Mr. Clay
among them. "Is this a common practice?" inquired the
young lady.
"Yes," said Mrs. Clay,"they
always play when they get
together." "Doesn't it distress
you to have Mr. Clay gamble?""No, my dear," said Mrs.
Clay very calmly, "He almost
always wins."
Invariably, Henry Clay was
the life of every party. Once,
no doubt overcome with joy
and too much "Old Crow," he
danced down the middle of a
60 feet long table, crashing
china all along the way. The
next day, of course, he amicably paid the bill of $120
for the destroyed tableware.
When he was at work and
not play, few statesmen could
compare. His skills as an orator were legendary. One of his

contemporaries
described
his speechmaking. "It
was something
greater and
higher than
eloquence;
was
it
Hei ay
and
action -noble, subBy James
lime, God- Duane Bolin
like." At the Ledger & Times
same time,
Columnist
Clay'probably talked
too much. Clement Eaton,
Clay's biographer and University of Kentucky historian,
wrote that "Clay had one serious defect that disqualified him
from being a consummate master of the political art; he
talked too much and wrote too
many letters."
We gain a sense of why
he drank and conducted himself as he did by considering
the repeated tragedies of his
private life. Each of the Clay's
six, daughters died before
Henry, their father, died. Of
his five sons, three died —
one killed in war, another in
an insane asylum, another as
an alcoholic.
Henry Clay then, was a

man of many sides: At once
brilliant, winning, and one of
the greatest orators ever to
perform in the halls of Congress. When he walked into
the House of Representatives
for the first time as a newlyelected 34-year-old Congressman in 1811, he gave his maiden speech and was elected
speaker of the house on that
same day. At the same time,
he owned slaves, he drank too
much, and he gambled too
much. Henry Clay was a deeply
flawed individual.
Without Henry Clay, the
Great Compromiser, however,
the United States Congress
might never have passed the
Missouri Compromise of 1820.
the Compromise Tariff of 1833,
or the Compromise of 1850.
His American System, which
helped make the United States
economically self-sufficient following the War of 1812, would
not have built a national infrastructure or home manufacturing system so sorely needed
for the young nation . And
Kentucky would not have had
one of the greatest statesman
in American political history.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane
at
jbolin@murraystate.edu.
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Stephen Wayne Haynes

Obituaries
Mary L Woodrow
Mary L. Woodrow, 88, of Murray, Ky., diedl'hursday, April 3.
2014 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
There will be no service or visitation scheduled at this time.
She was born in Spotsville, Ky., on Aug. 26, 1925 to William
Arthur Schwartz and Lora Mae Snodgrass Schwartz. She retired as
a press operator for the Nussmiers Engraving Company in
Evansville, Ind. She was of Catholic faith.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Thomas
Woodrow III; one sister, Georgia Lee McCormick; and two brothers, James Delbert Schwartz and Joseph Arthur Schwartz.
Mrs. Woodrow is survived by a daughter, Phyllis Ann Brawner
and husband Jerry of Murray; one son, Billy Wayne Belt and wife
Sharon of Evansville, Ind.; one brother, Charles William Schwartz
of Evansville; eight grandchildren,Theresa A. Elsfelder,Thomas E.
Brandsasse, Michael J. Brandsasse, Dennis R Brandsasse, David A.
Brandsasse, Aaron P. Brawner, Billy W. Belt, Jr. and Michael Belt;
24 great-grandchildren and six great-great-grandchildren as well as
several nieces and nephews.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Anne Mirk Pederson

Ste hen Wayne Haynes,60,of Barlow, Ky,, died Sunday. Apnl 6,
2014' t his home.
Helwas a maintenance mechanic at USEC of Paducah and retired
from the U.S. Department of Justice-Federal
Bureau of Prisons in Marion, Ill. where he worked
for over 20 years. He was a Vietnam veteran.
He is survived by two daughters. April Ruth
Haynes Speer of Bardwell and Stephanie Jayne
Haynes of Carrier Mills, Ill.; one son, Benjamin
Joseph Haynes and wife Kristin of West Paducah;
a sister, Sheila Haynes Gandy of Paducah; a brother, Richard Keith Haynes of Wickliffe and four
grandchildren, Lyndsey Speer of Murray, Jake
Haynes
Speer of Bardwell and Jackson and Mia Haynes of
West Paducah.
He was preceded in death by his parents Loman
Taylor Haynes Jr. and Patsy Ruth Blankenship
Haynes.
Funeral services with military honors will be
Thursday, April 10,2014 at II a.m. at Milner & On- Funeral Home
of Paducah with Charles Moore officiating. Visitation will be from
5-8 p.m. Wednesday, April 9,2014 at the funeral home.
Condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com
Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.

Anne Marie Pederson of Murray, Ky., passed away on April 6,
2014.
She is survived by twin sons, Robert Koenig of Cadiz and Russel
Koenig of West Fargo, N.D. and their wives, Julie
The number of times published or the length ofone or more of
and Sherry; six grandchildren: four great-grandthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
children and her two "beautiful babies" Max and
Gigi (long-haired miniature dachshunds). Her hus- and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
band, retired Navy Commander John C. Miller, space.
joined Georgetown University as a senior administrator and retired in 1990. He passed away in 2010,
at the age of 85,survived by his children John Jr..
Alyson, Linda, Carol and Dorothy; ten grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
mMrs. Pederson was born into an American Indian
Pederson
family of ten children in Whitearth, Minn.The eldest child, she was preceded in death by both parents and three siblings, all the result of cancer. By JOHN WRIGHT
from licenses to titles. In addiAfter a widely varied career in the United States Staff Writer
tion, though, he spent many of
and Germany,she chose Murray for her retirement.
Mickey -Boggess has no prob- his 20 years at Dwain Taylor
In 1969 she was awarded a scholarship from the lem admitting what he considers
Chevrolet in Murray as the
State of Minnesota, Department of Indian Affairs and earned to be the truth.
manager of the sales teams and
degrees from NDSU Fargo in nursing and criminal justice.
As long as Ray Coursey Jr.
believes
he can put that experiDuring her busy career. Anne worked in detention facilities in was Calloway County clerk,
Virginia, Washington state and Washington,D.C.; participated in the there was no need even thinking ence to good use on the second
Disabled American Veterans Auxiliary in Fargo, N.D.; spent five about running against him. It floor of the Calloway County
years in the Air National Guard and served as a Federal Woman's would be futile, not only Courthouse.
Program Manager in Germany.
because of Coursey's popularity '"I've got business experience,
Her accomplishments were many. In 1974 she was appointed to among voters, but because of but I've got something else. I've
the North Dakota Governor's Council on Human Resources, Status how did the job for the 18 years been on the people's side of the
of Women Commission;fostered the ratification of the Equal Rights he held the office until his counter. That makes me a little
Amendment in North Dakota; 1975-76, nominated to the untimely death nearly a year different,Boggess
said.
Outstanding Young Women of America; 1977, as a member of the ago.
"Having had the last 20-or-so
Happy Houligans, awarded the Secretary of the AO Force Expert
However, with that event that years in retail. I'm selling to the
marksmanship medal; 1978 awarded the Air Force Reserve shook Calloway County to its
Meritorious Service Ribbon for exemplary behavior,efficiency and core, it meant a brutal truth. individual and, in order to do
well, you have to have repeat
fidelty along with her Sergeants stripes; 1980 received an honor- 1.,Someone
had to run for the customers, which means you
able discharge; 1974-78, served on the North Dakota Commission office in
the next election cycle
have to do a great job with cuson the Status of Women,a sub-committee of the Governor's Council
of 2014. So Boggess, at 68,
tomer service. In the clerk's
on Human Resources.
decided the May Democratic
A former ciAlteague found Anne Pederson to Jle
warm and primary marked his chance.
office,they've got the good cuscompassionate fellow worker." One supervisor said she ;Istrives for
"This is the only office I've tomer service. The only differcontinuous self improvement." Her supervisor at the District of
ever, in my life, wanted," said ence is you. as the customer,
Columbia General Hospital wrote,"If my experience is a guide, I
Boggess, who is entering this have to go back every so often,
can only assume that any organization that Ms. Pederson becomes
year's race as an outsider to the where as with cars, its your
part of becomes a better organization because of her presence."
clerk's office, being he is the choice."
Having visited every continent except Asia, Anne planned to go
only one of the three candidates
Boggess said there are two
there this year with her grandson,Tommy.Sadly,cancer intemipted
— along with incumbent areas on which he would like to
those plans.
Antonia Faulkner and long-time focus his attention, if victorious.
Along with her family,friends and colleagues, the community of
deputy clerk Lisa Chrisman — One he said would be the formMurray, KY., will feel the loss of this capable and active humanitarnot currently employed there. ing of a website for the clerk's
ian.
"And it was one of the hardest
A memorial service will be held at a later date. Rumor has it that
office to allow customers to pay
decisions I've ever had to make
grandson Alex will make an appearance, impersonating both Elvis
bills online. That,in turn, would
in deciding whether I should do
and Elton John.
alleviate
congestion, in that
this or not, because I've known
Interment will be in the family plot in Waubun, Minn.
would
be less traffic flow
there
Memorials may take the form of donations to the Murray- those two for many, many years on the court square from people
relationship
and
have
a
great
Calloway County Endowment for Healthcare, Attn: Residential
with them,along with the others having to do business in that
.Hospice House,-803 Poplar Street, Murray, Ky.42071.
office.
there.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
That's a message he will conadmired
"I've
this
always
This is a paid obituary.
office, though. We've had a lot tinue to spread in an arena that,
of good people work there over though, he is inexperienced, he
Georgia Causey
Georgia Causey, 80, of Murray, Ky.. died Saturday, April 5, 2014 the years, and Ray and I talked has to enjoy — campaigning.
about it for many years. I told
"I love seeing people and,
at Spring Creek Healthcare.
Funeral services will be Wednesday, April 9, 2014 at 2 p.m. at him that if he ever wanted to through this, I've seen people I
Imes-Miller Funeral Home with Sam Chambers officiating. Burial leave office, I'd like to give a haven't seen in 20 years," he
shot."
will follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
said, addressing his age.
Boggess said he has grown to
She was born Aug. 14, 1933 in Hardin, Ky., to Rubin and Elta
"Someone asked me a while
Cathey Mathis of Marshall County. She was a nurses aid at Murray- knoxnearly everyone on a first- back, 'Is 68 too late for you?' I
Calloway County Hospital for over 35 years and was a lifelong namebasis in the clerk's office
because he is there es a cus- don't think so. Melvin Henley
member of Bethel United Methodist Church.
(who served as City of Murray
She was preceded in death by her parents: a son, Bobby Causey; tomer so much. As a retail automayor, as well as 5th District
past
mobile
25-plus
dealer
the
two brothers, Thomas Mathis and James Mathis; a sister, Helen
representative, several
state
has
years,
to
deal
he
said
he
Goheen and husband, O.T. Causey.
She is survived by a daughter. Karen Causey of Murray;two sons, with a variety of issues, ranging times)just retired, and he's 78.
James Causey of Paris, Tenn., and Jerry Causey and wife Liz of
Murray; a brother, Douglas Mathis of Benton; a sister, Myrtle Wyatt
of Murray; six grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren.
Serving as pallbearers are Jerry Causey,James Causey,Jeff Wyatt.
David Forth and Jacob Wyatt.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Boggess says clerk's office
is one 'I've always wanted'

DAVID
,PERLOW

Jill Tudor
Jill Tudor, 53, of Murray, Ky. died Saturday, April 5, 2014 at her
borne.
She was born March 21, 1961 in Bloomington, Ind. She was a
member of the Red Hand Motorcycle Club and worked at Cracker
Barrel.
She is survived by a son,Ray Caldwell of Murray; a brother, Perry
K. Tudor and wife Caroline of Delaware. Ohio and a sister, Jayma
McGann and husband Timothy of Indianapolis, Ind.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Larry Egstrom and her
parents, William P. and Thekla Thrasher Tudor.
There will be visitation and a memorial service on Wednesday.
April 9, 2014 from 5-8 p.m. at the Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
0Mciab Fires, anests after Ky. NCAA loss
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Police used tear gas to control
rowdy fans and several couch fires were lit in the streets after
Kentucky fell to Connecticut in the NCAA basketball championship final.
Susan Straub, a spokeswoman for the city of Lexington, says 19
couch fires were lit overnight in the State Street area of Lexington.
There were 23 injuries, most of them minor and treated at the
scene. She confirmed 31 arrests but had no further details in a
statement released Tuesday.
Shirtless youths streamed into the streets and lit fires soon after
Kentucky's 60-54 loss to Connecticut on Monday night. Some
were crying and others hugging after the defeat. The crowd continued to grow after the game despite a chilly, rain-soaked night in
the Lexington area.

Former Oakwood worker pleads guilty
SOMERSET,Ky.(AP) — A man accused of provoking a fight
between mentally disabled patients at Oakwood has entered a
guilty plea.
The Commonwealth Journal reports 22-year-old Coty King of
Pine Knot entered the plea on Monday in Pulaski Circuit Court to
two counts of abusing or neglecting an adult.
Prosecutors said King, who worked at the facility in Somerset,
provoked one patient to hit another and recorded the incident on
his cell phone.
Another man indicted in the incident, Cody Burton of Burnside,
pleaded guilty in March to one count of abusing or neglecting an
adult.
Neither man is still employed at Oakwood.

Troopers wenn of possible phone scam
SEBREE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police troopers are warning of a possible scam involving a caller offering money because
of a medical problem.
Trooper Stu Recke says person contacted troopers in
Madisonville after getting a call from Louisiana over the weekend.
Recke says a male caller stated that they were going to send the
potential victim money from a pharmaceutical company because
of faulty mesh from a surgery many years ago.
When the potential victim advised that they had not had surgery,
Recke says, the caller stated that it was due to taking anti-depressant drugs related to pregnancy.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The City of Murray Public
Safety Committee will meet
at 5 p.m. Thursday in City
Hall to discuss the structural
integrity of historic buildings.
The Public Works Committee
will meet at 5:30 p.m. to discuss Water District 3 and the
Health Insurance Committee
will meet at 6 p.m. to hear the
quarterly health insurance
report.

• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday in City Hall. The
council will vote on second
readings of two ordinances
to comply with Kentucky
Division of Water regulations
and a resolution accepting
Water District 3 into the city's
water system.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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Roundabout U looks at sports,
a president and TV show host
Special to the Ledger
The
next
episode
of
Roundabout U looks at sports, a
president and more with cahosts Paige Hoffmeister and Jim
Carter.
Murray State
University
recently grabbed the national
spotlight while hosting the
NCAA
Collegiate
Rifle
Championship. A star shooter
for Murray's team, junior
Kelsey Enune talks about competing in the tournament while
her parents watched from the
stands.
Murray State softball debuted
its new home on campus. The
just-completed Racer Softball
Field was unveiled during
MSU's Ohio Valley Conference
opener against the University of
Tennessee-Martin.
Dr. Dan Wann, psychology
professor at Murray State, has
been studying sports fans for
more than two decades - why
they identify so strongly with
their teams, why the face paint,
signs and larger-than-life foam
fingers and why fandom sometimes turns into violence. The
accomplished
researcher
explains his passion for what he
does.

When you look back at old photo
you want to see yourself happy and
radiant. So whatever clothes you wear
should make you feel beautiful, individual, and comfortable in your skin.
If that's how you feel, that's how
you'll look," according to Adam
Glassman, creative director, 0
Magazine.
Finding your style is important, it
says who you are. That doesn't mean
never changing your look and getting
stuck in a rut wearing the same makeup and hairdo as you did in high
school.
Look at each season's new styles
and trends and translate them into
your style. You don't have to go headto-toe with a trend, start with a color
or a new pant width at the bottom for
example.
One of the season's trends is sheer,
however you don't have to reveal too
much.
Layering an airy jacket over a
sheer paneled dress is the most modem way to wear this trend - it creates
a see-through look without revealing
too much.
Sheer clothes don't tend to have
much hanger appeal, so don't mix
them until you've tried them on. Look
for organza and chiffon. Pieces
should flow and move with the body.
More Yellow Box sandals have
arrived, a lot of new jewelry and
scarves, new tops and Palazzo are
here as well. Palazzo's are a big trend
this season.
Congratulations to Kim Ford. who
won this week's giveaway. "Like"
and -Share" on Facebook to be eligible.
Don't miss all of our exciting new
merchandise.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report...
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The show steps away from
sports to highlight the Paducah
Chamber of Commerce monthly
breakfast with Bill Goodman.
the host of Kentucky Tonight on
KET. Goodman is a member of
the Kentucky Journalism Hall of
Fame and is known for his compelling conversations with
Kentucky's political leaders.
Goodman shares how traditional
journalism values can still be
found in the way news is reported today.
Finally, Carter talks with the
newest member of the Murray
State family, Dr. Robert Davies,
via Skype. Davies has been
named
Murray
State
University's 13th president and
will take office in July. Davies
shares with the viewers what he
is doing to prepare for his new
position.
This episode of Roundabout U
airs at various times until April
12 and is broadcast on KET
(Kentucky
Educational
Television), WSIL and through
local cable systems. Specific
airing dates and times can be
found online at www,roundaboutu.com. Roundabout U is a weekly
award-winning video magazine
by Digital Media at Murray
State University. now in its sixth
season. Most recently. the show
picked up an Award for
Excellence from Kentucky's
CASE awards competition.
Filmed in high definition, the
show highlights events through
Kentucky and the tri-state
region. Visit
www.roundaboutu.com for up-to-date information and clips from past
episodes. Fans can also follow
on Facebook and Twitter cif
watch
past episodes on
Roundabout's YouTube page.
For more information, contact
Shasta O'Neal in Digital Media
(270)809-2400 or soneal@murraystate.ed. or visit Roundabout
U website at wwvv.roundaboutu.com
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ALS Support Group to meet
The ALS Support Group will meet Thursday,
April 10, at 6 p.m. in the hospital board room.
Please note the change in location. For more
information call Mitzi Cathey (270)293-1748.

Glorybound to meet
Datebook
Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community
editor

Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry
will meet Friday, April 11, at 7 p.m. at Goshen
Family Fellowship Center in Stella. Special
musjc guests will be the Faithful Three and
Mickey and Sharon Beck.

Open house to be held

There will be an open house at the MurrayCalloway County Area Technology Center on Thursday. April 10,
from 6-7:30 p.m. Potential students and the public are invited to
tour the facility and meet the staff.

MWC Delta Department to meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, April 10,at 9 a.m. at 1218 Dogwood Drive. The program
will be "We Are, So We'Sew," sewing for Operation Smile. All
members are invited to attend.

Scrubs and bake sale to be held
The first shift of the Environmental Services personnel at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will hold a Scrubs and Bake
Sale on Thursday, April 10, from 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. in the north
lobby of the hospital. All proceeds will go to Relay for Life.

Rebate for Relay to be held

Cox and McCallon
Greg and Melissa Cox of Knoxville, Tenn., and Phil! and
Claydean McCallon of Kirksey announce the engagement and
upcoming marriage of their children Katy Jean Cox and Jesse Keith
McCallon.
Miss ('ox is the granddaughter of Gordon Lodde and .the late
Nancy Caldwell Lodde of Mt. Joy, Pa., and Boyd Cox and Katy
Scarlett Cox of Knoxville. She is a 2009 graduate of South Doyle
High School in Knoxville and a Dec. 2013 graduate of the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, with a B.S. in business administration. She is currently employed as a Seasonal Registrar at
Philmot Scout Ranch in Cimarron, N.M.
Mr. McCallon is the grandson of Lou Ann Lawrence McCallon
and the late Howard "Buster" McCallon of Murray and Jesse
Wilson and the late Edna Lanham Wilson of Mayfield. He is a 2010
graduate of Calloway County High School and attended Murray
State University and is a member of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity.
He is currently employed as a COPE Director at Philmont Scout
Ranch in Cimarron, N.M.
The wedding will be Satu
. rday, May 17,2014 at dusk at Philmont
Scout Ranch.in Cimarron. N.M. A receptionAtMurray will be held
at a later date.

A rebate night will be held at Mr. Gatti's to benefit The 8th
Wonders Relay for Life Team. Team members are all breast cancer
survivors. Rebate dates are Thursday, April 10 and Tuesday. April
15 from 4 p.m. until closing. All proceeds will go towards Relay for
Life.

MWC Zeta Department to meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. April 10,at 2 p.m. The speaker will be Judi Little and the
program will be "Kentucky Quilt Trail." Members are urged to
attend.

MHS fish fry to be held
The Murray High School football program is sponsoring a fish fry
in the Murray Middle School cafeteria from 11 am. until 1:30 p.m.,
on Sunday,April 13, at the Murray Middle School cafeteria. Tickets
are available from any Murray High School football player or they
may be purchased at the door. All proceeds will go to the football
program from Little League through high school.

CCHS SBDM Council to meet
The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision-Making
Council w" Lmeet Wednesday, April 9, at 3:30 p.m. in the front
office coference room.

MSU plant sale to be held

MSU student
published in
Perspectives
in History

For nearly three generations,
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentuckx and
northwest Tennessee.
"When experience counts,
count on our lifetimes ofexperience"
Board t'ertified 013 (iN N. l'hv

LE'lliA ER &TIMES
Has a part-time job opening for a

Clerical Assistant
Monday through Friday
Good communication skills &
computer knowledge required
Send resumes to
mdavis@murrayledgencom

The Murray State University Horticulture Department will have a
plant sale Saturday, April 12,from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. at the Pullen
Farm.
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Spanish classes offered
Spanish classes for English speaking persons will be on
Thursdays at 6 p.m., at The Spring,901B Coldwater Road.

CCMS SBDM to meet

The Calloway County Middle School Site-Based DecisionSpecial to the Ledger
"Deadly Immigration Issues," Making Council will hold its regularly scheduled meeting
an article written by A.J. Glaser, Wednesday, April 9, at 3:45 p.m. in the school's library/media cenhas been accepted for publica- ter. The meeting is open to the public.
tion by the editors of
Parenting classes offered
Perspectives in History. Glaser
The Calloway County Extension Agency for Family and
is a Murray State University
junior history major from Consumer Sciences will be offering parenting classes beginning
Thursday. April 10,from 5:30-8 p.m. and continuing for six weeks,
Louisville.
Glaser presented his paper at a ending on May IS. The classes will be at the Extension office at 301
faculty research forum last year South Fourth Street. For more information and to register for the
at Murray State. "Deadly classes, call (270)753-1452.
Immigration Issues" deals with
VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
the violence that occurred in
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday,April 10,
Louisville between members of
the Know-Nothing party and at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on KY121 N. For more
information call Flenoy Barrow at (270)978-1052.
Catholics in the 1850's. 0
Perspectives in History is a
Ladies VFW Post 6291 to meet
peer reviewed scholary journal
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday,
published
by
Northern
April
10, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on KY 121 N. An
Kentucky University students
who are members of Alpha Beta informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For
Phi, a chapter of the Phi Alpha more information call Loretta Barrow at (270)489-2436.
Theta international history
Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
honor society.
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
Publication of Perspectives in
History began at Northern meet Thursday. April 10, at 7 p.m. at the Caring and Sharing
Kentucky University during the Building behind and to the left of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
first year of the chapter in 1985. Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are invited to
The purpose of Perspectives is attend. For more information call Sylvia Canon at (270) 753-4934
to advance Phi Alpha Theta's or Rob Sorg, flotilla commander at(270) 226-5235.
goal of encouraging the study of
Al-Anon support group will meet
history. The editors of the peerAl-Anon,a support group for friends and family members of alcoreviewed journal are undergraduate students elected by the holics, will meet Monday and Thursday nights from 6:30-7:30 p.m.
at University Church of Christ. For more information call Diana at
chapter once a year.
The faculty advisor and stu- (270) 227-0951 or Belinda at(270)293-5100.
dent editors solicit submissions
Knit-wits will meet
and select book reviews,
The Knit-wits group will meet Friday at 1 p.m.,in the Community
research papers and essays for
publication. Phi Alpha Theta's Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters and croPerspectives in History has won cheters of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at
the national Gerald B. Nash (270) 293-5588.
Student History Journal Award
English classes offered
three years.
English as a second language class for spanish speaking persons
"It is very rewarding to have a
paper published," said Glaser. will be taught on Wednesday nights at 7 p.m., at The Spring,90IB
"Students put in a lot of win Coldwater Road.
into their papers and essays and
Kirksey breakfast to be held
to be selected in s scholarly
Kirksey United Methodist Church will host a free communiThe
journal makes me even more
proud of my work, my profes- ty breakfast Saturday,April 12,from 8-10 a.m, at the church, 3691
sors and my university. Having KY 299, next to the ballpark. A traditional country breakfast will be
this • paper published can be offered including biscuits and gravy, sausage,eggs and bacon. The
summed up as a big milestone to public is invited. Any donations will benefit area food pantries.
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CCHS FISHING

CCHS anglers sending three boats to state
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer
Head coach Jo B. Robertson and the defending state
champion CCHS anglers are at it again.
Calloway County had three boats place in the top 14
this past weekend at the KHSAA regionals - behind
strong performances from Nathan Camp. Brandon
Falwell. Cole Emerson, Zack Martin, Jared Phillips
and Nick Proctor. They now advance to state competition at Kentucky Dam Marina on April 25 and 26.
where the team will look to fend off Trigg County,
Muhlenberg County. Marshall County. Logan County
and others for a second-straight state title.
Camp and Falwell led the way for Calloway. catching five and weighing in at 12 lbs., 14 oz.. and
Robertson said she was pleased with her young team's
performance over the weekend.
"We lost 10 seniors this year, but we've got solid
anglers this year," she said Tuesday afternoon. "We
definitely anticipate some success at the state level.
The kids are just chomping at the bit to get out there."
Robertson said with more schools involved this season,the competitiveness of the sport has ramped up especially between all the teams in Region I.
As locals schools continue to improve their fishing
Photo provided
programs,so,too,does the sport improve as a whole.
Nathan Camp and Brandon Falwell hauled in five bass this past week"We love seeing the local schools do well," she conend during the KHSAA Region 1 championships, weighing it at 12 tinued. "It bodes well for the future of the sport and
lbs., 14 oz. It was good enough for ninth place and a spot at state.
for the students involved."

KHSAA Region 1 Top Boats
Anglers
Douglas Colson,
Zach Colbert
Cameron Brooks,
Chase Geary
Jacob Bowles,
Hunter Hampton
Austin Greene,
Skylar Pool
Peyton Porter,
Shane Barrett
Mason Shelton,
Drake Oliver.
Mallory Mize
Adam Fitch,
Bailey Napier
Austin Wade,
Barrett Washburn
Nathan Camp,
Brandon Falwell
Cole Emerson.
Zack Martin
John Wilson Coots
Zachary Mceltresh
Cole Nottsinger.
Billy Hardison
Jon Clarc Todd.
Brennan Summers
Jared Phillips,
Nick Proctor

Caught

Alive

Weight

5

5

20Ib 1102 (Trigg Co )

5

5

2011) 10oz (Muhienberg Co.)

5

5

201b 2oz (Muhlenberg Co.)

5

5

191b , 1oz (Tngg Co )

5

5

171b., 11oz (Marshall Co )

5

5

171b , 1002 (Tngg Co.)

4

4

16Ib 13oz (Marshall Co.)

5

5

14th, 5oz (Marshall Co)

5

5

121b., 14oz.(Calloway Co.)

4

4

111b.,6,
(Calloway Co.)

3

3

91b., 9oz.(Logan Co

3

3

96., 801.(Muhlenberg Go)

3

3

9th., 2oz.(Logan Co.)

3

3

81b., 10oz.(Calloway Co.)

FIRST & GOAL

PREP BASEBALL: CALLOWAY CO. 10, HICKMAN CO.4

Unscripted
Racer year
now a part
of local lore

Welcome home

MSU Athletic Director Allen
Ward's comments following
Murray State's 65-57 win over
the Yale Bulldogs for the 2014
C1T Championship are just a
microcosm Of this year's Racer
season.
"Once we figured out which
tournament was' best for us to
keep playing, the rest was history,"- the said. 01
have
couldn't
ritten the script
my better. I cer,tinly couldn't
'rave written this
two weeks ago,
but that's how
ID WARD great stories are
MARLOWE written."
Christopher
FIRST & Nolan?
Ron
GOAL
Howard? Martin
Scorsese? Francis Ford Coppola?
Could they have written it any
better?
Most likely not.
The departure of the winningest class in Murray State
men's basketball history left
coaches and fans with questions
heading into this season.
After notching a 23 wins and
one of only four tournament
championships available in the
country last Thursday night,
however, those questions have
been emphatically answered.
For the first time in Division I
See RACERS,8

LAKERS WIN
FIRST HOME
GAME OF THE
SEASON

KENTUCKY
WILDCATS

Decisions
loom for
young
Wildcats
By DAVE SKRETTA
AP Sports Writer

ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) —
One by one, players in the
Kentucky locker room said essentially the same thing: They had
After nearly a month on the not given the NBA a second
road, the Calloway County thought, much less a first, during
Lakers (6-5) returned home their stirring Final Four run.
Tuesday night, grabbing a 10-4
They'd better start thinking
regional win over the Hickman about it now.
County Falcons(2-8).
With millions of dollars hangAustin Anderson led the way, ing in the balance, Julius Randle,
pitching five strong innings Aaron and Andrew Harrison and
behind a working fastball and a bunch of other Wildcats soon
tough curveball to nab the win.
will have to make one of the
He would finish with eight biggest decisions of their lives.
strikeouts while giving up four Their deadline to declare for the
hits and allowing two runs -zero draft is April 27, less than three
earned.
weeks away.
-Coach Frank just told me to
"Now that the season is over,
calm down right before the game, it's about the players. It's no
so that's what I was trying to do longer about the program,"
and just get in a rhythm," Kentucky coach John Calipari
Anderson said after the win. "I said after a 60-56 loss to
just wanted to pump strikes all Connecticut in Monday night's
night."
title game.
Pump strikes, he did. Anderson
"It's about each individual playwas 49-of-67 in called strikes er on this team now," Calipari
Tuesday. and even snagged a said. "They sacrificed. They surfirst-pitch two-out two-RBI dou- rendered to each other now, for
ble in the bottom of the fifth to our team and our program and
make it 8-2 to finish off an all- our school. Season's over. Now
around strong performance on the it's about them. And we'll sit
night.
down with each of them and they
Satterwhite led the Lakers with will make the decisions."
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger 8 limes
Calloway's Austin Anderson worked the mound and the plate Tuesday night, striking out eight while belting&
a two-run double late in the fifth inning to secure the win for the Lakers. Anderson credited his fastball and111)
his curveball for the 10-4 win over the Falcons of Hickman County.

•See CALLOWAY,8

•See WILDCATS 8

TENNESSEE TITANS

Locker ahead of schedule, could practice by May
By TERRY McCORMICK
Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Jake Locker is ahead of schedule
in his rehab from surgery on his
right foot, and the Tennessee
quarterback expects to be taking
part in the Titans' on-field work
in May.
That's exactly what the Titans
and new coach Ken Whisenhunt
wanted to hear as they started
program
their
offseason
Monday.
Whisenhunt said he needs to
see Locker stay healthy and produce this year and become the
Titans' quarterback for the
future. Locker has missed 14 of
his 32 starts and is only under
contract for 2014.The Titans are
not expected to pick up an
option worth $13 million in May
for the 2015 season.
"Even in our meeting today. I
think you could see the respect
the team has for Jake."
Whisenhunt said. "I like what

past six seasons is going in a
I've seen on tape. He's exhibited
qualities that I think are Impor- completely different direction as
tant at the position, but he's got the running back's release
to do it in this offense. That's became official Monday.
"He was a guy that gave a lot
what the spring, the OTAs and
training camp practices are all to this team, to this organization
and to this city. I wish him the
about."
Locker's return to health is best wherever he ends up. He
something the Titans are count- was a dynamic player, who proing on heavily after an offseason vided a lot of offense for us in a
filled with change under new lot of different ways," Locker
president Tommy Smith, who said. "So we're going to have to
took over after his father-in-law work together as a football team
Bud Adams died in October. Not to replace the production we got
only do the Titans have a new out of him."
Locker also understands what
coach, which is why they started
their offseason program two the Titans expect from him and
weeks earlier than most teams, isn't worried about his contract
but they cut veteran quarterback status.
"This league is so much now
Ryan Fitzpatrick and brought in
Charlie Whitehurst to back up of what have you done for me
lately," Locker said. "If you
Locker.
It's up to Locker to learn don't have that approach going
Whisenhunt's new offense, the into every season, it's not going
third system the quarterback to work out the way you want it
will have to learn going into his to. You're always competing for
fourth season. In addition, an your job, and that's how I've
offense largely built around the always gone about it."
More of the offense could
rushing of Chris Johnson the

revolve around Locker and the
passing game, especially with
Johnson gone and the Titans
planning to use a handful of running backs.
First. Locker has to get on the
field. He played in just seven
games in 2013, missing the final
seven games of the year when a
Lisfranc injury to his foot that
required surgery and four
months in a walking boot. He
said his foot has responded well
to all the treatment with his
rehab increasing weekly. He
said he has been able to jump
back and forth and lunge using
his foot without pain. He also is
throwing already,though he hasn't dropped back to pass yet.
"We've been able to do some
things the last couple of weeks
that we didn't think we'd be able
to this quick, and hopefully,
we'll be able to continue that
kind of trend," Locker said. "It
could be even earlier than what
we think."
The Titans certainly hope so.

MAX Sift/ 1 Deity News
Than. starting OR Jake Locker missed most of lest wiesson with back.
to-beckInjuries first his hip, then his foot - end new heed coach Ken
Whisenhunt is looking for the young signal-caller to perform well.
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PREP BASEBALL &
SOFTBALL

Tigers, Lady
Tigers both fall
on the road
Staff Report

Photos provided
Basketball
The
MHS
Banquet was held on
Sunday, April 6 at Murray
High School. The following
players received awards:
Dylan
Boone,
James
Boone, Ethan Clark, Duane
Curtis, Preston English,
Foster,
Tre
Bryant
Hornbuckle, Cam Kelly,
Des'jahvonni Miles, Tandyn
Adam
Sheppard
and
Stubblefield.

•Wildcats...
From Page 7
James Young and Dakari
Johnson are also candidates to
join Randle and the Harrison
twins on the one-and-done path.
Sophomore big men Willie
Cauley-Stein and Alex Poythress
also could declare.
"I love school. I love being at
Kentucky." said Cauley-Stein, a
7-footer who missed the Final
Four with an ankle injury. "I love
the fan base. I love the community. I love the people there, so why
not stay until they make you
leave? It just gets better as you get
older.
But there are so many different
things going through my head,"
Cauley-Stein said. "There's that
other thing. millions of dollars,
being able to work on your game.
and only your game."
Randle. a potential lottery pick,
said he had kept thoughts of the
NBA at bay.

Since taking over the program
"Never talked to coach or my
family about it," Randle said after five seasons ago. Calipari has
scoring 10 points and pulling produced 17 draft picks. Ten of
down six rebounds against those left after one season. No
UConn. "I'm sure it will be other coach has had more than
five one-and-done players.
brought up, but I have no clue."
Calipari's biggest bonanza
The Harrisons, likewise, said
they were focused only on deliv- came in 2012, after the Wildcats
ering •the Wildcats their ninth won the national title. Anthony
championship. Davis was picked first overall,
national
Afterward, they declined to even and fellow freshmen Michael
offer a timetable for their deci- Kidd-Gilchrist and Marquis
Teague were joined by Terrance
sion.
"It's really thinking about this Jones, Darius Miller and Doron
game," Aaron Harrison said qui- Lamb in giving Kentucky six
etly. "It's one of the biggest games selections.
Calipari had five draft picks in
in my career and we didn't win,
and I didn't play my best. That's 2010, four in 2011 and two last
pretty much all I'll really be think- season.
"I'll sit down with each young
ing about. I'm not thinking about
next year or anything like that. I man individually, probably have
their family either with us or on a
don't know."
This is hardly unfamiliar speaker phone and get them
ground for Calipari and information and say,'If! can help
Kentucky. More like a rite of you with anything, let me know,"
Calipari said.
spring.
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The Insurance Center of Murray

P. lip

"lour more than one company agency!"

BOO Johnson BIM.• 270-7534355

David King

The Tigers fell to Hopkinsville
11-2 Tuesday night, while the
Lady Tigers dropped a 3-0 contest to University Heights
Academy.
Ryan Alderson and Taylor
Nelson were battered for seven
earned runs, while Dustin Bevil
went 2-for-3 from the plate and
one RBI.
Savannah Grogan only gave up
four hits to UHA,but the Blazers
were able to plate three runs in
the bottom of the fifth behind
smallball.
Prestley Blanc doubled in the
sixth, but the -Lay Tigers couldn't capitalize.

NBA Glance
All limes EST
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 102 Atlanta 95
Minnesota 110, San Antonic, 'r
Brooklyn 88, Miami 87
Dallas 95, Utah 83
Oklahoma City 107 Sacramentu 92
Wednesday's Games
Brooklyn at Orlando. 7 p in
Charlotte at Washington 7 p m
Detroit at Cleveland 7 p m
Philadelphia at Toronto 7 p m
Boston at Atlanta 7 30 p in
Chicago at Minnesota 8 p m
Indiana at Milwaukee 8 p m
Miami at Memphis 8 p m
Phoenix at New Orleans 8 p in
Houston at Denver 9 p m
Sacramento at Portland. 10 p in
Oklahoma City at LA Clippers, 10 30
pm

Thurs..
",an Antonio at .
r.)enver at Gold,
"ALB Glance
Tuesday's Games
AMERICAN LEAGUE
i3alamore 14, N.Y. Yankees 5
Texas 10, Boston 7
3leveland El. San Diego 6
Toronto 5, Houston 2
Tampa Bay 1, Kansas City 0
Chicago White Sox 15, Colorado 3
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Milwaukee 10, Philadelphia 4
San Francisco 7, Arizona 3
Washington 5, Miami 0
N Y Mats 4, Atlanta 0
Pittsburgh 7, Chicago Cubs 6
St Louis 7, Cincinnati 5

•Calloway...
but when a team makes a mistake
From Page 7
three hits, while both Anderson and gives you extra outs, you've
and Connor Wagner each had two got to be able to have the timely
hit and do that, and we did that
hits.
The Lakers roughed up tonight."
Lofton Pigg was touched up for
Hickman's Nate Newton for four
innings, scoring nine runs on two runs in the sixth after a
eight hits and a walk - though Morgan Norsworthy sacrifice to
only one run was earned, as the the pitcher and a two-out single
Falcons were plagued by seven from Zach Howard went through
errors on missed throws and second base for an RBI, but he
would finish with two innings of
dropped fly balls.
Still, the Lakers made the most relief and two strikeouts.
Home is a welcome sight for
of the extra outs, something head
coach Zach Hobbs said has not the Lakers, who since the opening
of the season on March 15 have
been happening lately.
"We haven't had that big timely been on the road either in tourna• hit, and tonight we had a couple ments or against regional foes.
This week,Calloway continues
of them," he said after the win."It
changes the complexion of the a three-game homestand on
game. They made some mistakes Thursday with St. Mary before
that we capitalized on,obviously, taking on Daviess County Friday

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

night and then heading to Graves
County this weekend to match up
with Trigg C'ounty and Grayson
County in the Dinger Bats Wood
Bat Classic.
The five games in four days
leads up to the home-and-away
next week against district foe
Marshall County - two games
circled in red by Hobbs and his
crew.
"We just want to keep improving and get ready for that district
game,and just being at home," he
added. "I wish we would've had
better weather to get a good
crowd out here.
"Hopefully on Thursday and
Friday we'll get a little bit more
of a crowd out here at Laker
Field."

[TOROJ
www.toro.com

00,6 Monthly
Interest for 48
Months'1

TimeCutter SS

Starting at
2499
•
cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

NI Racers...
From Page 7
basketball history, a team from
the Ohio Valley Conference has
been crowned champion of an
NCAA i)ostseason tournament.
Much like Rocky Balboa, the
Marvel Avengers or Gene
Hackman's "Hoosiers," this
Racer team struggled to find an
identity early on in the season,
opening their non-conference
schedule at 5-7.
A narrow opening season loss
to Valparaiso followed with some
tougher losses — a drubbing at St.
Mary, a thrashing at eventual
Elite 8 Dayton,a head-scratching
loss at Western Kentucky and the
lone home loss in the regular season to Middle Tennessee come to
mind as frustrating moments for
the up-and-coming boys in Blue.
The team has since admitted to
early season struggles. trying to
fit together and work as a single
unit.
Heading into conference play.
the questions remained. Would
this team finish above .500 and
lump the winning season streak
alive? Could the Racers still win
the West?
En.the first conference game of
the season - a home matchup
with SEMO - something came
together for the Racers, and 16
games later Murray was 13-3 in
conference play.
Akin to the combos of Mick
and Rocky. Iron Man and
Captain America and Jimmy
Chitwood and coach Norman
Dale,the Racers have collaborated for a series of highlight reel
plays this season - Dexter Fields'
alley-oop to Jarvis Williams,
Cam Payne's no-look outlet to
Jonathan Fairell, a Ti.Sapp steal
and long pass to a streaking Jeff
Moss for the dunk.
Every good movie has a plethora of supporting characters, and
the CIT brought out the best in
the Racer auxiliary players like
Tyler Rambo, CJ. Ford, Terron
Gilmore and Zay Henderson.
Even Jeff Martin, Jr. - a walkon generally relegated for the
final seconds of victory - has put
his imprint on this run through
the CIT. capping an impressive

Racer performance against
Pacific last Tuesday night with
his first basket of the season and
sending the Racer faithful into a
frenzy.
Final season losses to SEMO
and Eastern Kentucky certainly
stole some accolades from the
Racer season - as the defeats
derailed hopes at regular season
and conference championships.
Still, the story isn't over for
these Racers. They now join the
ranks of Old Dominion, Missouri
State, Santa Clara, Mercer and
East Carolina as tournament
champions of the newly formed
CIT, and a five-game winning
stretch to end a season certainly
bodes well for the future of Blue
and Gold basketball.
Most recently, the Mercer
Bears have spent the last two
years following their CIT
Championship by developing
into a tough team, memorably
downing NCAA freshman of the
year candidate Jabari Parker and
the Duke Blue Devils in the second round of this year's NCAA
tournament.
Could the Racers, too, be
bound for greatness after such a
gutsy run through the CIT field?
Can the Racers be a storied Giant
Killer for the 2014-15 season and
beyond?
Absolutely.
They'll have more modest
goals in mind at first - protect
their homecourt, finish with
another winning season, win the
OVC regular season championship and secure the no. 1 seed
• in the tournament, win the OVC
Championship - but other goals
may present themselves as the
season moves along.
Cam Payne and the gang, as
well as the coaching staff, know
they have something special
going on in the locker room.
There is chemistry. The guys are
talking both off and on the court.
The turnovers are becoming less
frequent and are being replaced
with hard-nosed defense and
transition offense.
Classic, fundamental Racer
basketball.
Losing a leader like Fields will

be tough. but the likes of Utah
transfer Justin Seymour, freshman-to-be JayQuan McCloud,
the addition of JUCO transfers
and the return of this starting cast
should make for an interesting
2014-15 season.
My suggestion? Grab some
popcorn, take a seat and enjoy
what should be an exciting
sequel in tbe Racer tradition.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

WWW.

Business•Home • Car•Health •Life

MURRAY

270-753-2571

• Offer applies only to Pnglere(erpt qualifying purchases. Offer valid on Toro Timecutters. TiTANs and ICE Equ,pment. A promo fee will
be charged and included in the promo purchase balance equal to'99 for purchases ol '2.000 or more. No monthiy interest will be
char.
on promo purchase balance(incluring related promo fee) and fixed monthly payments are fequired equal to 112 0833%,2)
2.3810%. or 3)5.55545% of initial promo purchase amount until promo is paid in lull. The fixed monthly payment will be rounded to the
next highest whole dollar and may be higher than the minimum payment that would be required a the purchase was nompromotional
purchase. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional purchases. For new accounts: PUrcl,ase APR is 2199%; Minimum Monthly
interest Charge is '2. Existing cart*soldets should see their credit card agreement for their applicable terms Subic(t to credit appmvaP.
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FOREVER GREEN

• Creative Landscape Design
• Professional Landscape
Installation and Maintenance
• Hardscape Installation: Walks,
Patios and Walls
• Lawn Fertilization and Weed
Control Programs
• Underground Sprinkler Systems
• Reliable Mowing Service
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Schrock
chief operating
officer
Special to the Ledger
Bonnie Schrock has been named
chief operating officer of Baptist
Health Paducah. William A.
Brown, hospital president and West
Region executive, made the
announcement.
"With more than 20 years' service here, Bonnie has demonstrated
leadership, dedication and commitment to service. She embraces our
mission and embodies our Baptist
Health values," he said. "Most
importantly, she lives our commitment to treat all those we are privileged to serve as if they are a member of our family."
Schrock has been at the hospital
since 1992,first as marketing director and most recently as vice president and chief administrative officer. She is a former news anchor
and health reporter for WPSD.
Schrock succeeds Scott Ware,
who retired in January after 20
years' service. She is responsible
for day-to-day operations of the
hospital, including physician services, ambulatory services, service
line development and facilities.
"We are a mission driven, values
centered, patient focused operation," said Schrock. "My number
one focus is to build on our cultural foundation where clinical quality
and service are front and center."
Schrock serves as the chair of the
West Kentucky Regional Chamber
Alliance Board of Directors and is a
member of the board of directors
for the Community Foundation of
West Kentucky and the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra.
She was a member of the 2013
Leadership Kentucky class and was
one of three finalists in 2011 for the
Martha Layne Collins Leadership
Award from Women Leading
Kentucky.
Schrock is trained as a team
leader with Living Waters for the
World, a faith-based not-for-profit
organization that helps underdeveloped countries with clean water initiatives.
Previous
volunteer efforts
include past fundraising chair for
the Kentucky Cancer Consortium
and past co-chair of the Western
Region
March
of
Dimes
WalkAmerica.
A graduate of Murray State
University, she has an MBA from
the University of Phoenix and is a
fellow of the American College of
Healthcare Executives.

Hundreds of runners to take to the streets
Murray Half Marathon will cause
some traffic alterations Saturday
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Half Marathon returns to Murray
Saturday for the fouth year, taking hundreds of
runners through the streets of the city and county.
Motorists traveling through the area are advised
of several road closures and detours that will be in
place during the race.
The race begins at 7 a.m., and roads will be
reopened along the route as the last runners pass.
All roads will be open by 10:45 a.m.,at the latest.
The majority of streets will have intermittent
traffic allowed as runners pass, and every intersection on the course will have an official directing and/or re-routing traffic. Law enforcement
will be on 'hand to ensure the safety of runners
while allowing as much traffic flow as possible.
The following areas will be closed for the duration of the race:
• Poplar Street from 10th Street to Eighth Street
and Eighth from Poplar Street to Main street.
Other areas will be closed or have limited
access during portions of the race,and several key
locations are mentioned below:

• From 7-8 a.m., any traffic to the downtown
courthouse square is advised to access it from
Fourth and Maple streets or Fifth and Main
streets.
• Main Street from Fourth to 10th streets will be
closed from approximately 6:50-8 a.m. The intersection of 10th and Chestnut streets will not be
closed, but traffic officials will allow intermittent
traffic as runners pass.
• Arcadia Drive and the entrance to MurrayCalloway County Central Park will be closed
from 7-8 a.m.
• Traffic heading north on U.S. 641 will be
restricted to one lane from Arcadia Drive to the
intersection of Utterback Road.Those traveling to
shopping centers on the east side of North 12th
Street are advised to enter using the stoplights at
Ky. 121 or in front of Roy Stewart Stadium.
• Special emphasis will be placed on the intersection of U.S. 641 and Poor Farm Road, where
runners will be crossing. Drivers will be directed
to two alternate routes to get into Murray during
peak moments of the race.

Bennett retires from MCCH
after 40 years of service
Assistant and didn't want to do
Special to the Ledger
For many, entering the work- anything else. She started workforce for the first time means ing in respite care before movlooking ahead to promotions, ing over to the main MCCH
new titles and moving up the campus.
ladder. Not for Kathy Bennett,
In her 40 years, Bennett said
who found the job she loved and she has seen the ups and downs
stuck with it for her entire career as the hospital has grown and
at Murray-Calloway County expanded, but has had man)
Hospital. Now, with 40 years of good memories and will miss
experience as a Nursing her time at Murray Hospital.
Assistant, Bennett is retiring at
"This hospital raised me from
the end of March.
a baby," she said. "I've been
It's no surprise Bennett'came
very fortunate to enjoy what I
to work at MCCH, many of her
do. I'm proud of what I've done
family members had been
here - taking care of sick people.
employed at the hospital. In
I can look back and say I had
fact, it was her mother who first
my best years at MCCH."
kot her the job. As a 17-year old
.
Once retired, Bennett said she
looking at a summer job inside,
plans
on spending time with her
Bennett wasn't initially enthusichildren, grandchildren, her
astic about the opportunity.
"I didn't want to, but I ended fiancé, Gary Evitts, and other
up really liking it. Once I got family and friends. She also
involved in caring for sick peo- plans to continue her hobbies of
ple. I realized it was my call- shopping at consignment stores
and yard sales, taking long
ing," she said.
Bennett said she thought walks and traveling.
"Now it's time for me, time
about going to school to become
a nurse, but realized she was *for my kids and grandkids and
really good at being a Nursing time for Gary," she said.

The Murray Half Marathon.

Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will be digging.
For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
THIS FS A PUBOC Si FrOCE ANNOUNCEMENT

Bennett
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Light the Way
to a Cure!

A
V

RELAY
FOR LIFE

Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
Fri., April 18,2014 - 9:30 p.m.
MSU's Expo Center
Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with
cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Each luminaria will be personalized with the name of the person being remembered or honored. The luminarias will
line the track and be lit for the Luminaria Ceremony at 9:30 p.m. on May 3. Please join us
for this special event!
0 In Honor of:

Li In Memory of:

(Please use oneform per person)

Name
Please Print Clearly
Purchased By
For credit to Team - Team Name:

Feast Your Eyes

on our new Home Loan Offer!
Interest rates are low and it's the perfect time to refinance or
purchase your first home. We'll work closely with you to create
a personalized mortgage plan that matches your financial goals.
And, for a limited time, you'll even receive a $200 MasterCard"
Gift Card!** when your loan closes. Look no further for the perfect
home loan offer! Ask us how you can take advantage today!

Daytime Phone
Donation Enclosed $

Total Number of Luminaria Bags for this Person

0Cash C:I Check made payable to American Cancer Society
0 No acknowledgment necessary or 0Send acknowledgment card to:
Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to

ARON

Think 13ank
www.ThinkFNB.com

Contact one of our Mortgage Lenders Today!
1445 Lowes Drive • (270) 767-1240

Relay For Life, 2208 Brookhaven Dr., Murray,KY 42071

Trice Seargent, NMLS#. 433017

Or return to the sponsor below. For more information,contact 270-293-2971

tr •r. cra-Jer'41t• ^41rtl "on
C.' 1 1/ I) ;'; •1';4:

Luminaria sponsored by:

The4)
Munay Bank
•

Ashley Gibson, NMLS#: 415188
ashley.grbscritthgrkfnb.co—
Celi:(270)748-7599
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Chelsea
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Murray Ledger & Times
Classified/Office Manager
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149

FftlOuri.
Fri. Suit

$854) Column Inch, 60`'i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al! 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Advertisers are requested to check
the first Insertion of their ads tor any

ofliL

error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

insertion Any error should be report
ad immediately so corrections car

for all your
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MOWING SEASON IS HERE
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Kritter Kare
Anima/Boarding and House Ca//s
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*Reliable
'Our home or yours
"References Available
*Affordable
•Safe & Loving Environment
,

NOTICE OF SALE

Phone: 270-759-5426
,
Email: kritterkareboarding if/ yahoo.com

Public Notice •
JIMMY G. WALKER, LAURA A. WALKER,
A/K/A LAURA WALKER, PORTFOLIO
RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC, MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Judgment and Order of
Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on March 10, 2014, in the above
cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of
8117,855.39, plus interest at the rate of 5% per annum from May 1,2013, until
paid, together with fees, coats, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Thursday, April 17, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being 2560 New Providence Road, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a stake on the East right of way of Kentucky Highway 893
(Providence-New Hope Road) and said beginning point being 415 feet South of the
corner between Thomas Nesbitt and Ola Ferguson; thence from said beginning
point East 116 feet to a stake; thence South parallel with Kentucky Highway 893,
222 feet to a stake; thence West 122 feet to a stake in the East right of way of
Kentucky Highway 893; thence, North with the East right of way of Kentucky
Highway 893, 222 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Jimmy G. Walker and wife, Laura A.
Walker, who acquired title, with rights of survivorship, by virtue of a deed from
William Allen McKeel, and wife, Jan Alice McKeel, dated August 31, 2005, recorded September 2, 2005, in Book 610, Page 250, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways and
easements.
Parcel No.: 071-0-0044-A
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
tile commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.
This 26th day of March, 2014
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

„Murray Natural Gas System will receive sealed bids
[for pipe and fittings. Specifications are available at
Murray Natural Gas, 200 Andrus Drive Murray, KY
.42071. Bids are to be sealed and marked "Bid-Gas
'Pipe". Sealed bids are to be delivered to 200 Andrus
Drive Murray, KY 42071 by 2:00pm local time on
Wednesday April 23, 2014. Murray Natural Gas
reserves the right to waive informalities and reject
any and all bids.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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OLD Batteries, Scrap
Metal & Junk Cars.
Do you have
any of these?
Looking to
remove them
from your property?
We can help.
Call for more details.
270-978-2111 or
.
270-227-0067

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month !rye!
•New Climate C,inti;i1
Available
*2-3 7 Surv,
•Pest Cr,
IWN, (14 I';1T-,1
1 IOU or
170-48541122

270-078
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
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BANK OF AMERICA,NA,

VS.

DAVID L. HERRING, BETTY E. HERRING,
CALLOWAY COUNTY; KENTUCKY,

PLAINTIFF,

Tract II: Lot No(s). 5, Unit 1, in Wildcat Village as shown by plat of same recorded in Plat Book 8,Page 103, Slide 703, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office.
Subject to restrictions as are more particularly set in the Plat referenced above.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to David L. Herring, and wife,
Betty E. Herring, by deed of Conveyance from Debbie Styers, and husband,
Bernard Styers, dated March 9, 2005, and recorded on March 17, 2005, in Book
585, Page 595, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty(30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes ahall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold
subject to the 2014 ad valorem taxes.
This 26th day of March, 2014.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and In Rem Judgment and
Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on February 24, 2014, in the
above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount
of $62,996.80, plus interest at the rate of 5.75% per annum from December 1,
2012, until paid, together with fees, costs, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County„ Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Thuriday, April 17, 2014, at the hour of 10:00
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 737 Samuel Drive, MurrO, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the county of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 30, lbwriship 3, Range
3 East, and also being Tract 3 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book
32, Page 29, Slide 3045, and being further described as follows:

020

THENCE along the North line of Samuel Drive 20.00 feet from and parallel to the
centerline, North 87 degrees 29 minutes 17 seconds West for a distance of 150.00
feet to a #4 rebar w/cap #3175 set at the Southwest corner of the herein described
tract and the Southeast corner of the Joe Riley property(Deed Book 168, Card
1345);
THENCE along Riley's East line North 01 degrees 19 minutes 35 seconds East for
a distance of580.80 feet to a #4 rebar w/cap #3175 set at the Northwest corner of
the herein described tract;
THENCE creating a new division line South 87 degrees 29 minutes 17 seconds
East for a distance of 150.00 feet to a it4 rebar w/cap #3175 set;
THENCE creating a new division line South 01 degrees 19 minutes 35 seconds
West for a distance of 580.80 feet to a point of beginning.
ibgether with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record,
This tract contains 2.000 acres, but is subject to any additional road right-of-way
there may be on Samuel Drive.
Being the same property conveyed to Elizabeth Leonard, no marital status shown
who acquired title by virtue of a deed from Dennis Leonard, a single person, dated
March 1, 2011, recorded March 2, 2011, at General Book 867, Page 479, Calloway
County, Kentucky records.
Included is a 2003 Ston Mobile/Manufactured Home, VIN KYFL245AB04227SC1
which is affixed and converted to Real Estate.
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Naos

This 26th day of March, 2014.

Help Wanted

I

Infinity Group
Immediate Openings for
Full-Time Management Position
in the Murray area.

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

060

060
Hato Wanted

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger & Times

Must have management and HR
experience. Drug free and
Criminal background must be met.
resume to

jdavid0inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518.

IXI
CONSISTENCY
ONLY $75.00
PEI MOST!.
CALL
111111ENTISINO
non DETAILS
(M)71113-111111.

SALES/CLERICAL.
Paint, decorating retail,
knowledge of selecting
colors, making paint
and flooring sales
experience preferred.
Apply 1204 Johnson
Blvd, Murray.

I'

Id

Ask about our
Dbolaved

speciab

Infin
Pella C
A

Are you
with yo
produo
Idavid@

Post-otter
Beginning at a #4 rebar w/cap 03175 set 20.00 feet North ofthe centerline of
Samuel Drive and 300.17 feet West of the centerline of Mills Trail, said point
being the Southeast corner ofthe herein described tract;

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

574-335-9939

jeann
or

NOTICE OF SALE

ELIZABETH LEONARD,

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to David L. Herring, and wife,
Betty E. Herring, by deed of Conveyance from B. Gene Dunn,and wife, Karen A.
Dunn, dated March 9, 2005, and recorded on March 17, 2005, in Book 585, Page
591, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.

Send

These
growinc

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on February 24, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $71,073.71, plus interest
at the rate of 8.25% per annum from December 6, 2013, until paid, together with
fees, costs, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City
of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Thursday, April 17, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 41 Wildcat Drive, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Tract I: Lot No. 4, Unit 1, in the Wildcat Village as shown by plat of same recorded in Plat Book 8, Page 103, Slide 703, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office.

Beautiful custom-built home In Saratoga Springs
•Approximately 2,800 square fea,
.4 Bedrooms
•2.5 Baths
-Eat-in Kitchen
-Hearth room/office with gas fireplace and
vaulted ceilings
•Double crown molding & twelve foot ceilings
.0.75 acre lot with privacy fence & premium
landscape package
.2-car garage with overhead storage & attic storage
"Recent improvements include a screened in
porch & custom made Murphy beds in the
guest/flex room
Open house dates this weekend:
Saturday, April 12th 39m-5pm
Sunday, April 13th 3pm-5pm
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00438
PLAINTIFF.

MVP Gro
want to vs
our Mayli
must be
within or
Must hay

010

010
Legal
Notice

NOTICE OF SALE

.....$55.

Al Other rdadi
Rest of KIOTN
!Purrear & Buchman!
Subtaiptioor
----MOO
3 me.---.-$40.00
3as.
6 we.-.$96.110 6 me.-.$00.00
1 yr.--WU* 1 yr.- $120.00

4100 each month for 6 Months PLUS 2 tree ads in
the Smart Saver each month

CU FACTORY BUILT LENDING, LP,

$3000
-$10500

1y

Thank you for your business'

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 14-CI-00011

Home Delivery
6
1 yr.

4110 each month for 3 Months PLUS 1 free ad in
the Smart Saver each month

Lai
Notre

(C4low/1,y)

3aas.
as.

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in ravor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.

020

020

Residential & Commercial

Run this 2x1 Ad everyday in the
Murray Ledger & Times!
4125 tor 1 Month

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 753-1916 and place your ad today!

Legal
Notice

VS.

Embroidery8
Screen Printing
Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1@murray-ky.net

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
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ATTENTION ALL PROPERTY OWNERS

PNC BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

All applic
applicatic
and recoi

Callov

Perpetual Care • Mausoleums• Pre-rerangement Specialists

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00410

The Callc
3,300 stu
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ment to c
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be a tear
while mai
available,
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must holc
Superint€
and new

Resident Manager
Home tor the developmentally disabled has an
immediate opening for a rive-in Resident Manager
Individual applicants or couples may apply
This is a full tirneposition with excellent benefrts.
Housing is provided. Experience in developmental
disabilities is preferred. Applicant must be 21
years of age. Background checks required for
all states resided/worked in over the past year
Please forward resume to Julie L. Castleberry,
Vice President for Human Resources,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
425 Broadway, Paducah KY 42001
Open until filled. EOE
AUTOM OTIVE
Wanted.
Technician
to:
resume
Send
Harlan Automotive 408
N. 4th Street Murray,
KY 42071

•

IMMEDIATE opening
for
OTR
Driver
Dedicated
Lane
Approx. $700 weekly
731-247-5871 for more
information

Help Wanted
CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL
Materials
Company has immediate openings. CDL
necessary. Safe driving
record, good work history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT,
and much more. Apply
In person at any location.
NO PHONE CALLS.
Positions are available
in: Paducah, Calvert,
Murray, Cadiz,
Princeton ,Mayfield
Learn
more
at
vAvw.fmc1.com.
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Superintendent of Schools Vacancy
Calloway County Schools
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Legal
Notice

PLAINTIFF,

The Calloway County Board of Education (current ADM of
3,300 students, PS-12) is seeking an individual to serve as
Supenntendent of Schools with the necessary skills and commitment to continue the distnct's successful movement, through its
vision and mission, toward achieving its academic and non-academic goals. The candidate must demonstrate exemplary instructional, management, communication and organizational skills and
be a team builder who will be actively involved in the community
while maintaining a strong presence in the distnct by being visible,
available, and approachable. Calloway County Schools consists of
a preschool, three elementary schools, one middle school, one
high school, and an alternative instructional facility. Candidates
must hold or be eligible for a Kentucky certification for School
Superintendent. Salary and benefits will be regionally competitive
and negotiable with the contract to begin July 1, 2014.
All applicants must submit 8 copies of a cover letter, resume,
application, copy of certificate(s) and transcripts as well as letters
and recommendations/references to:
Superintendent Search Committee, Calloway County Board of Education
P.O. Box 800, Murray:Kentucky,
42071.
For additional information, please visit
www.calloway.kyschools.us.
All applications must be received by April 30, 2014.
Calloway County Schools is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Articles
For Saki

IMMO/NATIONAL INC

112 Industrial Drive, Mayfield, KY 42066

MAINTENANCE & ENGINEERING
MANAGER
MVP Group is looking for individuals who
want to work in a fast paced environment at
our Mayfield and Fulton facilities. Candidates
must be able to coordinate daily activities
within or between departments and facilities.
Must have a degree or 4 years expenence.

EXCELLENT HEALTH PACKAGE:
•Competitive Pay
*Health, Dental, Vision &
Supplemental
•Nine Paid Holidays
•401K
'Vacation

CHRISTOPHER'S COI

We PAY top SS
for your coins
We SELLcoins
& paper money
*Coin Appraisal
@Trends-n-Treasure
Murray KY 270-753-416
Dr Fuhrmann
Husqvarna CRT 50
Tiller Good condition
$350

MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Drive
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com
or Mayfield Career Center
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066

Troy But Super Bronco
Tiller Good condition.
$350
270-753-5456
King Sleep Number
Mattress, like new.
239-770-8664

SINGER
SALES E. VAC

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an individual that loves working
with your hands and building a quality
product? If so, please send resume to
idavid@inf-grp.com or call 270-767-2518
An equal opportunity empioyer
Post-offer drug screen 8 background check required
4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Jerry Lynn
Miller - Farmington, KY. Perform all duties of
Tobacco Production; including planting, cultivating,
irhgating, harvesting, storing, & packaging, other
alternative work. Employment Dates: 06/07/2014
- 11/14/2014. $10.10Thr. Piece rates may be
offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours.
Tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided
to non-commuting workers. Transportation &
subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is
met. Random drug testing may be done after hire
at employer's expense. Contact the KY Department
for Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and
reference job order KY0520187.
IMMEDIATE opening!
Office Manager Fri
Required job skills
include: 2 years experience with QuickBooks,
customer service, filing, answering phones,
generate
invoices,
credit card payment,
customer follow up.
Send
resume
to: infotapecoproducts.com or send to
Peco Products LLC,
3812 US Hwy. 641 N.,
Murray KY 42071
GRAPHICS Manager
Immediate
Needed:
Opening. Experience
with Large Format
PringingNinyl Plotter,
Graphic Design, PC &
Mac desired, must
demonstrate excellent
oral & written communication. FTT Career.
Resume to info pecoproducts.com or Peco
Products LLC, 3812
N.,
US Hwy 641
Murrray, KY.
110
%tent to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows. 7534109

UK
KEA 1
College of AgnctAure.
Food and Environment
Extension Agent for
4-H Youth
Development
Crittenden County
AG551312
In Marion. KY

JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Guilts starting at $59
G.E. Financing

908-C S 12th
Bel-Air Center
(270)753-5323
Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield KY

1

12111Appliances

Extension Agent for
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Fulton County
AG551315
In Hickman, KY
BS Degree required
Apply online at:
WW1* uky edp,HR/UK.lobs
Deadline is April 23.
2914
For assistance call

859-257-1727
The Unrremity of Kentucky
is an equal opportunity
employed and encourages
appkcalions from minorities
& women

150

Midas
For Sale

Fresh, brown country
eggs $1 50/doz

270-436-5243

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

1BR effeciency apt
near downtown
1
occupant only, no pets
no smoking $300/mo
plus utilities Deposit
required Call
293-2843
1BR. 1BA. all appliances included Pets
with deposit and pet
rent
No smoking
Refrigerator, stove, dw.
w/d $650 plus deposit
Covey Drive Call
270-753-9999

Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from S345
2BR from $375
2711-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
IUD I-800-545-11433
Ext. 283 j6
°
Equal opportunity
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
VERY nice 4BR. 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898
ouses For Rent
3BR Home. Newly
remodeled Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898
4 or 5819 Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
Small rental house.
641
South.
Rent
$425/Month, deposit
$575. All appliances.
water, garbage, and
mowing furnished. No
pets. 270-227-6431, no
texts.
Storage Rentals

USED APPLIANCES

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

WARD-ELKINS

605 E South

12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic. King $385,
Full $185.
(270)293-4121
Queen Pillow Top-mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.

Depot
Vintage
Antiques 119 Wes
Mayfield
Broadway
Inventory
reduction
sale Sat. April 12.
Everything must go.
Wholesale prices to
dealers. Check out our
Facebook page for
pics.

HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270.853.3140
John Deere 170, 38"
cut 5 speed. 14 hp
Kawasaki, $675
270 227-7324
Walter's Lawn Service
Reliable Free Estimate
100.Senior Citizen
Discount
Best price Satisfaction
guaranteed or it's tree
(270)293-7220

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Rea! Estate
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsent corn, properties or call
270-753-4109

Residential lot in estab
lished neighborhood
mature trees perfec
for walkout basement
Call 759-5469 or
978-0876

New

2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
38R, 1 5BA
brick
house with metal roof
and two acres Contact
731-363-0220
731-363-5071

1656 Ryan Ave,
Murray
Traditional 3BR 2BA
Brick Home.
Well maintained;
Beautiful
Landscaping.
2 blocks from MSU.

.

$126,500

270. 217, 3181
see zelow corn for photos
CHECK out this baby
doll! Occupied.
780 sq ft. 2BR C/HiA.
Covered porches,
storage bldg, new
paint, surveyed property.
Lots of extras
$14.750.00.
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area. Drive
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY.
R70-753-6012

480

Corner of 1215. & Glendale.
IOXIO's & 10x15's
(2701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Auto Parts

USED TIRES

270-753-8984
Auto Shop
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

(270)485-6122
Professional
Space

Office

High traffic-great location
$12/sq ft. per year
2 spaces available
Warehouse building
3375 sgf1 with 2 overhead doors & office.
719 S 4th St
270.753.5976

Concepts SudoKu
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530
Services Offered
DRYWALL & painting
no job too big or small
Free estimates Cal
Logan at
270-293-0476

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAV/NG
•Aschatt Installation

Lawn Mowing

*Seal coaling & stnping

Quality Work
Free Estimates

•Licenseci-Insured

(270)227-7074
Mike

(270)759-0501

40 yrs expenence

MOWING SERVICE
EXPERIENCED caregiver for seniors/disabled has an opening
available Light housekeeping, meal prep,
errands/dr.
appts.,
shopping, and laundry.
References 270-2277537 270-447-0279

Mowing
Trimming
Edging
Call or text for estimate
Cohcn Rogcrs,
2-0.293.9113 Deniuni Korn
'Reim/Les Available*

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270) 474-0323

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood

(270)489-2839
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do:Insurance Work
Visa & fAasterCar

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

HOLLAND
MOTOR SAL

$11/ft. installed
Mitchuson
Landscaping
270-205-5274

05 GulfStream 32ft
Sleeps 8, Chevy chasis, 11K miles; garage
kept, New inside & out
270 293 1231

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. Homes,
remodeling,
decks,
porches,
screened
garages, sagging. rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
repair.
753-0353
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Service on all
major brands
I icensed & Insured
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
6. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
Small Jobs Our
Specialty
Dozer work, hauling and
bush hogging.
Kelly Farms
270-293-6755
Also Garden Grade
Top Soil
•Hcvne Improvements
•Bath ef Kitchen
From Drywall E. Painting
To Plumbing.
Flooring & Decks
"Insured'S' Discount
'Free Estimates
Werhber OfAngles List
kentuckylake
remodellnq,c_om
270-436-5959
LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027
LAWN MOWING SERVICE
270.759.4564
Lawn Mowing. Free
Estimates. Hector
270-227-6638

Greg Mansfield

753-9562
v.'ww hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

irgr
,ff/Nsin
McCUISTON
P 0 OFING
Replacenq'nt Jnci

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/CommerclaUlesideetial

lames C. Gallimere
W W W GECLI.C.NET

(270) 759-0890

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
1270)226-0194

Pop-up Camper
Viking
Sleeps 6
Power lift
A/C. stove, refrigerator,
furnice and extras.
270-759-1087

•al

SturVes Hand Nailed

CHAIN LINK
FENCING

Campers

6 4 2
1'9 5
73 8
9 2 1
3 5 6
4 8 7
26 9
8 14
__
5 7 3

David 270-227-1106

759-1151.293-2783
293-2784

2005 Buick lacross
Good condition, runs
well,
106K/miles
$4700
270-293-7675
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Zath 270-873-7700

Call 753-5606

270-753-4461
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Services Offered

• seekli & spe,ial pkkups
• locally owned/operated

We Finance

Answer to previous puzzle

***

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Commerical Prop For Rent

Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
601 Maple Street

SUDOKU

•Insured

610

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

270-753-9600
Motorcycle helmets
jackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield,KY

Public Sale

hollandmotorsales com

2,30050FT

CKC registered Tea
Cup Chihuahas $200 good markings.
No registration: 4 y.o
Chihuaha $.50

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets_
$280/mo. 767-9037

LARGE
SELECTION

Antiques
Extension Agent for
Family and
Consumer Sciences
Livingston County
AG551 31 3
In Smithland, KY

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

Calloway Gardens
18 ft long trailer slide
out ramps, four good
tires, beefed up with
steel to haul tractor or
car. $1500 270-2937092

These are full time positions with a fast
growing company. Please send resume to
one of the following:

EFENDANTS

tent and
2014, in the
nate amount
ember 1.
r for sale at
ky, to the
lour of 10:00
ed in
?, Murr4, KY
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BARBER shop at 818
Coldwater Rd Call
270-293-8777
320
Apartments For Rent

SuOoku is a nurnber-placing puzzie based on a 949 gad wish
several given nurreaers The obeeci is 10praoe axe numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each colurm and each
3x3 box °omens the same number only onoe The deficulty ievei
ot the Concephs Sucioku increases from Monday to Sunday

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great NORWIDNYI Service
Don'! spend vow money OUt Of
state
keep ri bale'
1270) 293-8480
YARD Mowing
270-227-6539

LAWN
SERVICE
FREE EST I VI %TVs • NO CONTIR WES
(2'W)227-11510

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE
Illige----.1011111i
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Un

812 WIlltneN ML
This Girl Can Mow
Mowing lawn
Landscaping
Leaf Season
Bush Hogging
ALL YOUR LAWN
CARE NEEDS!

270-227-1685
Trisha Clark

TRAVIS
ASPHAL
Paving-Sealcoating
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TONN TR WIS

270-293-4256
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates_ 436-2562,
227-0267

75 GARLANt
RENTAL
"If you've got It we easi store If
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

..

s
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Woman with transgender lover
is looking for family support

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Pictured is C'alloway County
Superintendent Dr. Larry Salmon
who announced he is retiring as
superintendent. Shown also is board
member Steve Grogan.
Architect Terry Blake informs the
Murray School Board that Phase II
of the Murray Middle School renovation project will begin. Phase I
has been completed.
First place winners in the District
Poetry and Short Story contests of
the Murray Woman's Club were
Lucas Mathis, poetry; Sarah Taylor,
poetry and third in state; Caitlin
Herrington, poetry 2nd in state,
short story first at state and winning
$25 and Make Menage, pcietry.
Lady Tigers tennis team defeated
Heath with Blair Lane, Leann
Hewlett. Tricia Taylor. Brooke
Sally, Addle Griffo and Kayla
Curtis all winning their singles
match.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County High School
Laker baseball team beat Carlisle
Co. 12-5 with Sean Waller being the
winning pitcher.
Pictured is Mitzi Parker, stylist,
who has joined Karen's Hair Studio.
She is a graduate of Ezell Beauty
School.
The independently owned Merle
Norman Cosmetic Studio located in
Bel Air Shopping Center has been
awarded "Gold Medallion" by the
Los Angeles based Merle Norman
Cosmetics. Inc. Beverly Galloway
is owner of the studio and pictured
is Hilda Bennett, an employee,
holding the award.
Thirty years ago
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
has announced that Murray has
been named for a Certified Cities
Award for 1984.
Mr. and Mrs. Radford Perry will
be honored with a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary.
The home of Donna Jackson was
the scene of a meeting of the South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club
with a presentation by Martha
Butterworth.
Two Calloway County High

School basketball players, senior
center Beth Hooks and junior forDEAR ABBY: I'm a divorced
ward Brad Skinner were named to
woman with grown children I
the Courier-Journal All State Teams
have always supported gay rights
as honorable mention.
and thought of myself as straight
Forty years ago
But a few months ago, I met a
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Haley will
woman.Stephanie"'
wedding
50th
celebrate their
We ha it off immediately, and
anniversary on April 14. •
1 was shocked
Two local high school seniors
to learn she's
the
Murray
have been presented
a transgender
Alumni
University
State
woman who
Scholarship of $500 each. They are
born
was
Quentin Lee Fannin, Calloway
We
male.
County High School and son of Mr.
have spent a
and Mrs. Talmadge E. Fannin and
lot of time
Maggie Sumner Battle, 'Murray
together and
High School and daughter of Dr.
are falling in
and Mrs. Guy Battle.
love
Mrs. Koska Jones will be the
Stephanie
speaker at the annual reunion of
will be having
Hazel Alumni Association at the
surgery
soon
By Abigail
Murray Woman's Club House
to complete
Buren
Van
according to Dwain Taylor, alumni
the transgenpresident.
der process.
Fifty years ago
I have been surprised and disFive charter members still active
appointed by the lack of support
in the Murray Rotary Club were
from my family and friends, whom
honored at a recent club meeting.
1 always thought were open-mindSr.,
They are: Vernon Stubblefield,
ed. Some have voiced support,
G. B. Scott, Sr., John Rowlett,John
but have shown no interest in
McElrath and N.B. Bailey, Sr.
meeting her and seem uncomfortMrs.
and
Mr.
Bobby Major,son of
able hearing about her.
William S. Major of Pittsburg, Pa.
I'm excited about this relationand grandson of Mr. and Mrs. W.W. ship and would have thought my
the
of
one
is
McElrath of Murray
family and friends would be happy
five geologists who have been with
for me, as I have been alone for
the Peace Corps in Cyprus.
a long time. But now I find myself
Patsy Spann,daughter of Mr. and
mentioning
from
refraining
Mrs. Cross Spann and Andrea
Stephanie in conversation.
Hogancamp, daughter of Mr. and
How can I discuss her with
Mrs. Lynn P. Lassiter are new memothers'? We are taking things slowbers of Alpha Omicron Pi social
ly and not jumping into anything,
sorority at Murray State College.
yet we can definitely see ourSixty years ago
selves spending the rest of our
Members of the debate team at
lives together. We have already
Murray High School are: Johnny
faced disapproving strangers and
Stalls, Frank'Miller, Teddy Vaughn, handled it well.
LOVES MY
Marilyn Murphy, Mitt Miller, Beale
FRIEND IN OHIO
Canon, Joretta Fox, Mike Rayburn.
DEAR LOVES: It appears
Glenn Brewer. Jerry Buchanan and
Stephanie isn't the only one in
Patricia Wilson.
your relationship who is in tranElected as officers of Murray
sition. Both of you are,and because
High School unit of Parent Teachers
it is new to those around you,
Association were Mrs. Charles
they may not understand it -Mason Baker. Mrs. Cecil Farris,
which is why they are uncomMrs. Al Kipp and Mrs. Gail
fortable.
Cordrey.

Dear Abby

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 9,
the 99th day of 2014. There are
266 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 9. 1914. the Tampico Incident took place as. eight
U.S. sailors were arrested by Mexican authorities for allegedly entering a restricted area and held for
a short time before being released.
On this date:
In 1413, the coronation of England's'King Henry V took place
in Westminster Abbey.
In 1682. French explorer Robert
Et IX

Y

DEAR ABBY: I am a single
mother who has had my share of
heartbreak. I was with "Kent" for
almost two years. We moved in
together and talked often about
marriage. Things were going great,
but then he lost his job. After
that, finding and keeping a job
became harder and harder for him.
One day when 1 came home
from work, all of Kent's clothes
were gone. He said he had moved
back in with his mother because
he didn't feel comfortable with
me paying all the bills. He assured
me he still wanted to remain in
the relationship, and once he could
keep a steady job he'd move back.
Three months later, he broke
up with me. The following week
some mutual friends told me he
had gotten married!
When I confronted Kent, he
told me he still wants to have a
sexual relationship with me. I
refused and haven't spoken to him
since. Yesterday I learned that I
am pregnant with his child.
I am turned upside down without a clue what to do. Is it wrong
to feel hatred for him? -BETRAYED IN TEXAS
DEAR BETRAYED: Under
the circumstances your feelings
are understandable. Now, here's
what to do. Contact Kent AND
his wife and tell them the "happy"
news that he is going to be a
father -- and you expect him to
shoulder all the responsibilities
that go with it. Then talk to a
lawyer 'to be sure he does.
NON

DEAR DOCTOR K: Can you
discuss penile implants? I haven't
had success with other treatments
for erectile dysfunction.
DEAR READER: Medications, injectable drugs and devices
such as vacuum pumps can effectively help most men who cannot get or maintain an erection.
In particular,
the three different pills
for erectile
dysfunction
are
(ED)
effective
about 70 percent of the
time. Have
you
talked
your
with
doctor about
By
in,:reasing
Dr Anthony
the dose of
Komaroff
the medicines
have
you
taken? And has your doctor done
tests to determine the cause of
your erectile dysfunction?
If these treatments haven't
helped you, consider a penile
implant (also called a penile prosthesis). Penile implants allow you
to have an erection at any time
-- and maintain it for as long as
you want.
Broadly speaking,there are two
types of implants:
-- Inflatable implants. Threepiece implants consist of a fluidfilled reservoir in the abdomen,
a pump with a release valve in
the scrotum and two inflatable
cylinders in the penis. Squeezing the pump transfers fluid from
the reservoir into the cylinders,
causing an erection. Pushing the
release valve drains the fluid back
into the abdominal reservoir. In
two-piece implants, fluid-filled
reservoirs are in the rear portion
of the cylinders; the pump is in
the scrotum. Bending the penis
returns the fluid to the reservoir.
-- Semirigid,or malleable,rods.

Dr. Komaroff

Horoscope

Today In History
•

The fact that Stephanie is transgender should not be mentioned
right off the bat. It is not the
most important thing about her,
and it should not be her defining characteristic. Discuss the matter with your friend and ask how
she would like to be introduced
and referred to. It's only logical
that this will vary according to
how close these people are to
you.

Penile implants less common
as pills prove to be effective

de La Salle claimed the Mississippi River Basin for France.
In 1865, Confederate Gen.
Robert E. Lee surrendered his
army to Union Gen. Ulysses S.
Grant at Appomattox Court House
in Virginia.
In 1913, the first game was
played at Ebbets Field, the newly
built home of the Brooklyn
Dodgers, who lost to the Philadelphia Phillies, 1-0.
In 1942, during World War II,
American and Philippine defenders on Bataan capitulated to Japanese forces; the surrender was fol-

lowed by the notorious Bataan
Death March.
In 1959, NASA presented its
first seven astronauts: Scott Carpenter, Gordon Cooper, John
Glenn,Gus Grissom,Wally Schirra,
Alan Shepard and Donald Slayton. Architect Frank Lloyd Wright,
91, died in Phoenix, Ariz.
In 1963, British statesman Winston Churchill was proclaimed an
honorary U.S. citizen by President John F. Kennedy. (Churchill.
unable to attend, watched the proceedings live on television in his
London home.)
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BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday,April 10, 2014:
This year you make waves
because of your ability to brainstorm and find answers. If you
are single, you enter one of the
most romantic periods of your
life. You could meet someone
who fuifills many of your fantasies. If you are attached, you
`KAind happily together at
can
home this spring. VIRGO can be
very fussy and detail-oriented.

be

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You refuse to accept
"no" as an answer nght now. You
will find a way of using a problem
to pave your way to a goal. What
seems to be an obstacle will
vanish given creative brainstorming.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might not want to
budge in the morning or even in
the afternoon. If you can, take a
day off or try to work from home.
Make it OK to extend your weekend once in a while. You will
come back feeling refreshed.

by Jacqueline Bigar
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Look at the long-term
implications of someone's resistance at work. The problem could
be bigger for this person than for
you In the afternoon, you might
want to check on a real estate
investment.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Be aware of your
finances, and make a decision
that allows greater flow for you
This ease might come from saying "no' to some risk-taking or
overindulgence. Postpone a talk
until late afternoon.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You'll enter any situation
with a positive attitude, despite
the fact that a personal matter
might weigh you down. You
know that the issue will resolve
itself given some time.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You will feel as if you are
on hold most of the day. You
might wonder what would be the
best way to proceed with a key
protect, You'll sense a loosening
up -- if not today, in the near
future.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A meeting or discussion
could color your thinking. You
might be replaying certain situations in your head. Aim for what
you want, and worry less about

what others think.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** A boss might be more
pleased with your performance
than you realize You could be
unusually concerned or worried.
Perhaps you are not aware of
the image you are projecting of
yourself. Try to loosen up a little.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec. 21)
**** Take a broad look at
,some information that is coming
down the pike If you feel as if
something is off or that facts are
being withheld, do a little personal research Carefully review
everything you have discovered
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You can't control someone else's decisions: however.
you can separate yourself from
this person if his or her actions
have financial implications
Make a decision for your security in the long run
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might feel weighed
down by a work-related matter
and want to have • a discussion
with a loved one immediately!
Explain your predicament.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You'll dive headfirst into
a project with the ability to complete it within a certain time
frame. Someone at a distance
seems to be unavailable to you.
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5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
22
24
26
27
28
30
31
32
34
35
38
41
42
43
44
45

Dossier
Bakery pan
Track shape
Pay no attention to
Military level
Repeated verbatim
Put a stop to
Takes to court
Produces
Court concern
Like some gossip
Alarm
Writer Rice
Bills from tills
That is. Latin
Nasser's successor
— Alamos
Even a little
Puritanical fellow
"— pig's eye!'
Guatemala neighbor
Winter blanket
Film set on Pandora
Still life fruit
Houston team
Pale

1
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
29
30

Golf cry
Infamous czar
Hidden dangers
Antlered animal
Irritation
"If you say so"
Son of Seth
Youngster
Fuming feeling
Composer Rorem
Blue hue
High cards
Noncellular phones
Region
Sunset setting
Lockup
Take apart
Snowman's eyes
Lord of the jungle
Slump
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Bread with a pocket
2014 Russell Crowe role
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ACROSS

IT 5 BEEN A STEADY DIET
I'D
OF CHICKEN AND
LIKE TO TRY SOMETHING
A LITTLE DIFFERENT.

As the name implies, this tiipe
of implant consists of bendable
rods. The rods are bent upward
to have sex and pointed down
to conceal the penis under clothing.
Most patients choose an inflatable device because the penis
looks more natural than with
semirigid rods. One downside to
inflatable implants is the risk of
mechanical trouble that may
require surgical repair. Most
devices last 10 years or longer.
Malleable devices have pros
and cons, too. They are easier
to manipulate than inflatable
implants and are simpler to insert
surgically But because the rods
always remain firm, their presence IN harder to conceal.
use put illustrations of penile
implants and a detailed list of
advantages and disadvantages of'
each type on my website,AskDoctorK.com.)
You and your partner are more
likely to be satisfied with the
results if you know what to expect
from a penile implant. If possible, meet with the doctor together before surgery. Make sure you
understand the risks and benefits
of the procedure and how the
device works.
In the days before pills were
available for erectile dysfunction,
a number of my patients tried
penile implants. They were uniformly skeptical when first presented with the idea, but most
were glad they tried it. Since
then, the devices have become
even smaller and easier to use.
Still, I haven't recommended one
of these devices in a decade,
because simpler approaches have
worked.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck -St.,
Second Floor. Boston, MA
02115.)
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